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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In the dynamic and complex world in which we live, the
ab1lity to reed well 1s one of the most importpnt skills a person
ce.n acquire.
read1ng.

Sat1sfactory adjustment to life demands effeot1ve

Because our world 1s a refJ.ding world, it. 1s v1rtualll'

impossible to discover any activity 10 school, business, or leisur.
time pursuits, tlw.t does not require

~rofic1ency in

reading.

This

proficiency is a prerequisite it an act1vity is to fulf1l1 the
purpose tor which it was des1gned.
The justifioation tor this thesis is based upon the needs ot
those ind1viduals who are having difficulty with one or more of
the purposes for reading:
a.

dal1y 11fe activ1ties

b.

progress 1n school

c.

recreation

d.

personal and soclal adjustment

e.

c1tizenship.
If the ramificat10ns from lack ot ability to read tor theee

purposes were studied in entirety, it would not be d1fficult tor
us to appreciate the important role played by effective reading
ability.

Furthermore, the importance ot good read1ng abi11ty
1

2

would beoome more obvious if we were to examine the handicaps of
people who either have

f~iled

to leern to repd or failed to learn

to read well enough to satisfaotorily adjust to the emotional &nd
intellectual dama,nds of the modern world.
In comparing the number of reading disab1lity oases in the
olassrooms thirty years ago w1th the number found in our olassrooms today, we disoover that generally the peroentage of reading
problems has decreased.

In the late nineteen-twenties, reading

researchers estimated that those pupils who failed in the elementary grades were mostly failures in reading, ranging from 99

.

per oent 1n the first gra.de to 25 per'cent in the eighth grade.
The percents oited by authorities today show a decline, 8 to 15
1.
per o,ent for an entire school population.
The reasons for this
decrease seem to be the follow1ng factors:
a.

The teaching of reading, especially in the elementary school,
has achieved higher status 1n the ourriculum.

b.

Teaohers are being better trained.

o.

Reading mater1als are more plentiful.

d.

Reading techniques and dev10es have improved.

e.

Reading researoh has beoome more extens1ve.

1

E. A. Betts, Foundat1ons 2! Read1ns Instructions (New York
1946), P. 46.
M. Monroe, Growins ~ Read1ns (Ch1cago 1951). P. 13.
P~ul w1tty, Reading !a Modern EdUcation (Boston 1949), P. 55,
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Desp1te these 1mprovements, we continue to find reading disbl11t1ss at all school levels from f1rst grade into oollage.

It

ould be 1mpossible to analyze and evaluate all the various schools
f

thought about the oauses, diaenoses, and treatments for this

1de range of reading probl-ems.

Thus, 1t 1s the euthor's inten-

ion to summarize aome research ot five authorities and apply their
indinga to the reading disability cases found 1n the Intermediate
rades.
In support ot this point of view is a summar,y of early reading research by Marion Monroe done at the Un1vers1ty of Chicago.
,

In 1932, she put her research into book form pub11shed by the Uniersity of Chicago under the title .,o; Ch=1-.1d.; ;,; . re.; ;,;n; ,; .!!h2.
,6

Cannot~.

It

hoped that this classic example of research analysis and evalu-

tion will support the evidence upon wh1ch this crit1que is written
A study of four hundred and f1fteen ch11dren who had spec1al
ad1ng defects that varied from m11d retardat10n in read1ng to exreme disabi11t1es were studied by Mar10n Monroe and compared w1th
control group ot one hundred and one school children 1n an averge Amer1can sohool population.

The reading defect cases were di-

1nto three groups aocording to the prooess of referral. The
group were the c11nic reading cases, the second group were
he speoial reading cases, and the third group were the defective
ading cases.

One hundred and one school chlldren were designated

s "controls".
The meen chronolog1cal ages of the reading-defect cases were

severc.l yec,r's i.::1

£"d'VI:'n,~t)

of the controls.

trol, a group of ch11droll..;ho

WF.tre

'1.'h1s discrepancy was

1n the beginning stllg,eo of

leErning to raL.d, in order to compa.re the llsuel lea.rn1ng process
with thut of

the

ref.:~c11ng-defect

cases.

).8

the reed1.n,g-defect

oa.ses "fere extremely retarded in Nailing, it wes neoessary to secure e. youn8 control group if one was to have somewhat similar
atag~s

of learning for comparison.

The mental ages ot the reading cases had a w1der distribution
than those of the control.

The mean mental ages of the clin1c
,

~nd

the defective reading cases were about the same as that of the controls, but the mean of t.he special reading cases was over a yesI'
in advance ot that of the control.
The mean intelllgence quotients of the groups show some dlscrepanoies which probably oan be explained by differences in sampling.

The mes.n I.Q. of the clinic reading oases was about 10-15

points above the mean I.Q. for

~tll

the Institute Cases.

It appear-

ed that the reading-defeot cases were fairly typical in their intelllgence-teat scores of the sampling of popule.t1on from which
they were selected.

Reading detects can occur at any intellectual

level trom the very superior to the very inferior, as measured by
intelllgence testa.
Monroe tel t that before any comparlsona of the severity ot
reading det.eta betweea ch11dren could be made, one must measure
the child's reading achievement and then determine whether or not

this aohievement is 1n harmony with other aohlevements.
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MOnroe

used Gray's Oral Readlng Paragraphs to measure the ablllty to read
lncreasingly diffloult paragraphs aloud; the Haggerty Readtng Examination to measure the ablllty to read silently and underline the
oorreot answer; the Monroe Silent Reading Examinatlon to measure
the abl1ity to read silently; the Iowa Word Test to measure the
abillty to read isolated words oorreotly; the Word Discrimination
Test to measure the abillty to seleot the correct words from llsts
of oontused words and the Stanford Achievement Test 1n Reading was
substituted whenever the child's reading
was above the norms of
,
any of the prevlous tests.

An

average of the grade soores obtained

by a ohild on all the tests was seleoted as a measure of his reading aOhlevements.

Correlatlon ooeffioients were obtained for the

oontrol group between eaoh test and the average of the tests to
determine the relatlonshlp of eaoh skill to the oom posite aohlevemente
Monroe next oompared eaoh Child's aotual reading aohlevement
wlth that expeoted from various criteria.

An easl1y obtained orl-

terion of the ohlld's development ls hls ohronologioal age.

As

ohlldren grow older, they generally inorease 1n reading aohievement as well as in mente,l oapaoity and in other soholastio aooomplishments.

A measure of the discrepancy between reading and age

would give B,n indloation as to whether or not the child has a reading defect.

The dlfferenoe between age-grade plaoement and his

reading grade placement gave a measure of the disparity between

6

reading and age.

The oontrol children had

of discrepancies about their mean.

8

normal distribution

Most of them had reading sooree

in the neighborhOod of the level expected from their ages, but
some were aocelerated and others were to a similar extent retarded.
Although a measure of the disorepancy between reading aohievement and ohronologioal age gives a good differentiation btttween
reading-defect cases and the controls, there are individue.l.s
might be selected by this
speclflc reading detect.

criterion whO would fall to have a
The general defectives would all be in-

cluded wlth the reading-defect cases
the only oriterion.

who

~f

one was to select age as

The generally subnormal chlld is below hls

age level ln other of hls mental capacities and achlevements as
well as in reading and could not be regarded as a case of special
~i~ab1l1~y

so long aa his achievements were harmoniously low.

The

defective ch1ld could, however, have a reading detect in addition
to his general subnormality l t his reading achievements were still
more retarded than his other accomplishments.
As a second measure of the reading-detect, Monroe compared
the child's average or composite reading grade score with his
mental age to note the extent to whioh his reading was aocelerated
or retarded.

Mental age was found to correlate with reading more

highly than ohronological age.

The reading-defeot oases showed

muoh greater discrepancies in reading with respect to mental age
than did the controls.

Their average discrepancies were 2.2 to

2.9 years retardation below mental age.

7
Al though the discropE:'.ncy bet\'tcen mental t'.nd reading uge 61 ves
&.

good differentiation between the controls and the reudtng-defect

cBses, there were objections to using this criterion alone as a

measure of reading defect, sinoe the young bright child does not
ord1narUy have an opportunity to roaoh his ment.al a.ge in reading_

A oomb1nation

o~

the two oriteria, C.A. and M.A., would be better

either alone.

~han

Monroe thought it would be desirable to compare the ohUd 'a

reading aohievement with his achievement in other subjects if she
was to malte sure that the reading

def'~ct

was a specific one.

For

this reason, Monroe gave to eaoh ohild a test in arithmetio, seleoting the Stanford Aohievement Test 1n Ar1thmetic Computation,
whioh
a

has

its Boores transmuted into grade units.

There is also

posit1ve oorrelat1on between readlns and ar1thmet10 whioh turth-

er justif1es using arithmet10 as an addit10nal or1ter10n of expected achievement 1n reading.

The average d1sorepanoy of the

oontrols was one-th1rd grades t aooelerat1on 1n reading.

The read-

ing-defect oases were, on the average, retarded below ar1thmetio,
from

one and one-fourth to one and three-fourths grades.

Spel11ng

'tlas also cons1dered as one of the skUls whioh was h1ghly related
to read1ng.
In order to arr1ve at a single measure

ot the read1ng-defoct,

Monroe took a oombination of the three or1ter1a of read1ng, C.A.,
M.A., and ar1thmet10.

She obtained a read1ng index by comparing

the ohUd's oomposite reading grade with his average C.A., M.A.,

8
nd

~;t:'l. thmet1c

grade.

Th.e three groups of reading-defect oases

ffel'9 found to have hiGhly sim1lar diatr1butiollC of soores nnd i-:rare
herefore placed toget.her 1n onu distribution.
The loeuding index disoriminatoD very \'le11 be't. . leen the read-

g-defect ca.ses and the oontrols. . Using the read.1ng index

~s <3

the vari&tion betwcou " child'::; rendinc E.nd hie ot,h~r

ccowp11shmenta,
ad1ng def9cts.

l~nroG

drew

s$ve~dl

oonolusions with regard to

III the genoral I)opulQ.t1on, there 1s no hard-and-

of demarcation between read.1ng-defect oasea and normal
adera.

There are Bl.l degrees ot sra.dat1on trom very severe dis-

repancles 'between reading and other aooomplishments to very mUd
laorepanoies.

The discrepancies may run 1n either direction
and the reading index gives a measure ot acoelara-

as epeoial detects.

The read1ng index, although re-

intelligenoe quotient somewha.t in its distribution
d 1n its limits, does not correla.te very highly with it.

There

ls, however, a tendenoy tor the children wtose reading aohievements
re above expeotat1on to have somewhat h1gher intelligence quot1eJ't.
than the ehUdren whose reading aohievements are below expeotatlon.
MOnroe tells us

tn her book that the ohildren of superior

ental. oapao1ty who ta.U to learn to read are, ot oourse, specacular examples ot spec1f1c reading dlffioul ty since they have
suoh o'bvious abilities in other fields.

The majority ot her

ad1ng-detect ca.ses were not superior, however. end did not have
the oompensation 01' other mental talents. the children of dull and
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inferlor intelllgence who have a readtng handlcap in addltlon to
their other inadequacies present difficult problems for school adJustment.

It Is necessary at all times to dlscrlminate carefull,

between a true reading case and the chUd whose reading is poor
for hls age but who Is, nevertheless, dOing as well as would be
expected from other achievements.
Monroe gives a very good interpretation of the educational
proflle and the reading index in the selection of cases.

The edu-

cational profile assists in understandlng the chUd's problem of
maladjustment by indicating the

masni~ude

of the discrepancy or

lack of harmony between hls accomplishments.

It helps to discrim-

lnate between the high and the low polnts of his achlevements.

It

does not help dlrectly 1n understanding the causatlve factors involved in the defect, although it aids us in selecting points of
lnvestlgatlon.

It does not help dlrectly in the selectlon of re-

medial methods, although 1t indicates in some cases dlscrepancies
between the reading skills whlch offer a point of attack.

The

reading index sets a goal toward whlch to work 1n apply1ng remedlal instructlon and gives a satlsfactory means of measuring
the improvement brought about by the correctlve work.
If an attempt 1s made to remove a chUd's reading detect bY'
teaching him to read, one must not only know the extent ot his
retardatlon in reading, but also the nature ot hls difficultles.
His errors 1n reading give an indlcatlon of hls partlcular diffIcultles.

All chUdren in learning to read make errors whlch are
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gradually el1minated as e. part of the na.tural process of learning.
Rea.ding errors ere of many kinds end ma,y be classified into va.rious typee.

The errors made by the control group were used ae the

stande.rd with which to compare the errors of the reading defect
cases.

Errors were carefully reoorded on three tests:

Gmy's

Oral Reeding Examination, the Iowa Word Test, and the Word-Discrimination Test.

The analysis of errors included the following

faulty vowels, faulty consonants, reversals, addition ot

items:

sounds, omisslon of sounds, substltution ot WOMS, repetition of
words, addition ot WOMS, omission ot ,woMa, refusals, and words
added.

In order to have the same basis of comparison for all

children regardless ot the number of paragraphs rea.d, Monroe
~orked

out a table whereby she could translate the child's raw

errors into the proportion ot errors per 500 words.

By uee ot

these tables, the number ot errors of e:ny error-type made by a
child could be oompared with those of the control group, at h1s

!own particulElr level ot reading.
~roup

The reading-detect cases as a

greatly exceeded the controls 1n their errors 10 the rollow-

ing types:

total errors, vowels, reversals, omission of sounds,

repetition, consonants, and addition of Bounds.
~ontrols

They exceeded the

sl1ghtly but not sign1ticantly in the following types:

Bubstitution, omission ot words, refusals and worde added. and
B.dd1tlon ot words.

The reading-defect cases were more variable

lin their errors than the controls, as shown by the larger standa.rd.
~eviat10ns

ot all error-types, partioUlarly repetit1on, vowels, and

11

pmiss10n of sounds.
In considering the oauses tor a child's fallure to reed, Mon-

roe feels that one must inquire into a great number ot possible
impeding fectors, both 1n the ohild's constitut1onal organization
lend in hls environment.

Ie-.

Detects in visual 8.oul ty :

Such defect.. may h1nder a ohUd

by causing eyestra1n and disoomtort in indlvidual eases but

it does not necesearUy disrupt the learning .process.

The ex-

amination, hOwever. did not include tests tor muscular balanoe,

binooular vision, or periPheral
~.

ao~lty.

Defects in disorimtnation of oomplex v1sual patterns:

There

were no significant differenoes between good and poor readers
in number ot diseases, operat1ons and. accidents oeour1ng dur1ng
sohool ages, ,so that any relationship between illness and read-

ing defects would not resUlt primarily trom disrupted school
a.ttendance.

10.

Defects 1ll discriminat10n of ori$fltat1on and sequenoe of pat-

tems:
8Y8

There was a signitioantl;y greater inoidence of' lett-

preference and of left-eye preferenoe with right-hand pre-

ference among the reading-dereat cases than among the controls.
Lett-eye preference, moreover, is assoo1ated with tluent

mlrro~

reading and nuent m1rror-reacl1ng 1s associated with reading
disabilities.

There was a s11ght tendency for left-eye preter-

ence to be assooiated w1th reversal errors in reading.

Reading

detect cases report a larger inoidence of ohanged handedness,

\
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and of left-handedness among members ot the immedia.te family
than do the oontrols.

d.

Derectn in speech related to reading disabl1ities:
Ing-der.ct cases had meny more speeoh defects
trols.

thr~

The readthe con-

Defective speeoh may be considered a factor in reading

d1sability, either as one cause ot the read1ng defect or as a
result of a common cause.
e.

Detects in discr1mInation of speeoh

SOQ~dB:

The readIng-de teo

cases d1ffered s1gn1ticantly from the controls, although less
the reading-defect oases,

me.ture 1n both O.A. and, M .A.

t~

me.de fewer errors 1n

word disorimination B.nd had e.

t~ud 1tOr'll

la.rger number of successes 1n the visual-sudi tory learning tes •
Lack of' precise auc"i.ltory discrim1nation ",as found to impede
the learning whioh Involves audItory impressions.
Other rather interesting d1aooverlos were m[lde:
a.

The reading-defect group had a large excess ot boys over g1rls

b.

In a number of cases, a. ohild's lE\ck of prec1"lon in bod1ly

con'trol neoessitated the selection and application of remedIal
me'thods to f1t this need.
o.

Diff1culties in vooabulary and sentence struoture were not

m<3['1.sured 1n this study, but they were importAnt faotors in the
reading disabilities of a number of cases.
r~nroe

also disoovered 'that there were difficultIes related

to the methodological aspeots ot reading whioh Include, overstress
of speed In reading and overstress ot some methods ot word-recogni

tion.

Among the environmental faotors whioh impede progress in

reading may be mentioned a. foreign language, illiterate parents,
true.ncl end poor school a,ttendance, frequent moves from school to
school. number of siblings eto.

Arnong the

persone~ity

and emo-

tional fe,ctora which may impede progress 1n reading were reelste~ce

to rea.ding, fear, timidity, embarrassment, and in some oases,

the emotional fectorc may be due to constitutional instability.
Remedial instruction in reading should require an overt motor
response on the pe,rt of the child whenever possible beeauf',e it is
more easily observed by both the teacher and the child, it is part

.

ot the normal reading prooess. it msi ses10t 1n disorimination and
it may alc10 f;.8Sist in attention.

Monroe c.:lairns thg.t the remedial teaohing of reading is a different problem from the usual tea.ching of reading to uneeleoted
ohild.ren.

The problem in remed.1al inctruotlon i9 to find e. pos-

sible method. of les,l"'ning for

to learn to read by methods

thos~
ad~pted

found helpful for reading-defeot..

ohild.ran 1:1ho have not been 6,1>1.
to the grouP.

ODSI!O

The methods

may not be necessary or

advisable in ord1nar,- instruction.

Il.funroo·s remedial instruction inoluded a Great amount of ind1vidual attention.

It w'aa tb.erapeut1c emot1one,11y in replacing

fe.Uure with sucoess. nnd in At1mul:c ting a. genuine str1vl!lg for a
6oe~

',lhlch oould often be t3.oh1aved. 8nd it emphaaiz,ed th$ pa.tient,

6u1d1ng. sympe,thet1c teaoher.

Progress was made in remedial teEtchine both in the labore,toI7
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and in the cla.saroom.

tion

~d

Progress was made under lndi vidual instruc....

also in small groups or children seleoted for similarity

of achievements and errors.

The ra.te ot progress in reading under

reclec51al instruction was found to be a funotion

ot the ohUd'sin-

telligence, his age. the number of hours spent 1n training. the
number ot months during wh10h treatment was continued. the severity
pf the d1sabU1ty, the personal1ty snd behavior dlffioUlties encountered in applying the remedial training, and the closeness of
~upervlelon

of the remed1al teohniques.

Children E·,nd teachers

lVaried grea:tl.y with regard to these ta.,ctors.
~ound

Individual cases were

in which a low tntell.lgencEt-quotient chUa surpassed a high...

~ntel11gellce

quotient chUd 1n rat. ot progress.

The remedial

~ethods,

consisting as they dld ot many methods adapted to the

~pecifio

d1t!leult1es of the ohildren proved sucoessful w1th the

ITanoua types of
!railed were thos$

CatiSiiJS.

\iil0S8

l'he chUdren with whom the remed1al work
r&&d1t\8 d1ttloul ties 'were cOllPllcated by

beha.v1or d1sorders which the teachers were unable to control, or
t.hose to w'hom t.he remedlal work was given irregularly and. without

perSistent, systematic, or sympathetic treatment.
In general, Monroe' s book is a very reputable and substantial

Nork written durtng a period In whioh education was undergOing an
~mportant
~e~m

metamorphosis.

The general and bas1c ldeas of the 'book

to be in accord with the feeling of reading experts today;

~amelYt

that even wlth the best of inatruct10n 1n reading, dis ...

~b1litY

can occur; that not all children who are· below predioted
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reading level should be classifled as reading oases; that readlng
ls a hlghly oomplex skill and that no one partlcular reading oase
ls simllar or exaotly the same as another.
However, ]'lonroe does not stress the lmportance of reading in
all of lts faoets.

She makes no comments as to the needs for pre-

venting disabillties, offers no statement as to the att1tude and
value of recognition to adjustment for lndivldual dlfference, is
not aware ot any type ot differentlatlon between the complexlty ot
the dlsabillty and the type of dlagnosis required. shows no indicatlon ot recognizing that dlagnosis

~s

continuous and finally,

claims that remed1al instructlon should be completely different
from ordinary classroom 1nstructlon.
Oertainly these ideas or lack of them have been amended or
added to the modem body ot knowledge regarding remedlal readlng
instructlon.

Yet, we must not lose slsht of one important and

necessary prinoiple of sclentifio research.

What was an unknown

or incorrectly developed ldea in 19}2, need not be in that same
state today.

Through oonstant evaluation and appraisal. ldeas oan

be tested for thelr valldlty and worth.

One technlque by whioh

th1s type of investigatlon oan be oarried on. 1s the critique.
This method ot analysis and summary ls valuable because it perm1ts
the investigator to orit1cally synthesize many theories and ideas
about a given subject.

Usually the or1t1que tries to answer spe-

clf1c quest10ns proposed about a general top1c.

The conclusions

der1ved should represent the complete picture, and yet be
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interpolated with the scientific process ot reduction so that the
results will be critically reasonable and systemetically brief.
The purposes of this orit1que are three-fold:
a.

To discuss and evaluate crit10ally research by five author1ties into the impol:>tanoe of mul t1ple causation 1nvol ved 1n
cases of reading difficulty grouped under the following headings:

b.

A.

Phys1cal Deficiences

B.

Emotional Factors

a.

Environmental Factors

D.

Intellectual Factors

E.

Educational Factors.

To summarize the recommendations

ot these authorities as to

treatment ot reading disabilities.
c.

To determ1n.e which method as 1nvestlge.t.ed by theae five author-

ities could be used in the Intermediate Grades to facilitate
more effective reading.
An endeavor will be made to enswer the following questions:

a.

What has research shown with respect to the nature and importance of the factors listed above 1n reading disab1lity?

b.

What has research shown with respect to instructional techniques and other procedures as a means of trea.ting reading dis..
ability?

c.

What method, in the author's op1nion, should be used in the
Intermediate Grades to facilitate more effective reading?

11
There are unquestionably more reports of research on the subject of reading than on the t.eaching ot: any other subject.
is espec1ally true of the last ten years.

Th1s

Authorities in the

f1eld are constantly striving to improve the techniques and proc$dures for teachin5 read1ng so that our world will be a world
pf 'better readers.

A number of good reports of these investigat10ns are available

to the teacher but most of them are so intricate and specific 1n
~esign

and content that they faU to offer a. practical program of

~eaching

which would embody the

resul~s

of these myriad experl-

~ent.s.

There a.re also a large number of practical theses available
which present the findings of resoarch rather cowpletely and va.l1d~y.

However, the pract1cal procedures recommended take a variety

pi' forms when reduced to actual classroom procedures and materials.
~ha

problem then i6 to

~he NSul ts

rOI~ate

some sort of synthesis bet.ween

of research and the l"8qulraments 01' the cl&ssroom.

still the problem is too general and a.mbit1ous for the t1me
space allotted to this investigation.

~nd
~d

to a field of conoentration that 1s more specif10 and workable.

~hus,
~hat
l.

The plan must be narrow-

the differences in purpose between this paper and other somesimUar efforts are:

To summarize &nd evaluate specif1c research in the field of
reading rather than contribute original material based upon
researoh.

18
b.

To allHWer

thr~e

specific qU6::'>tiollt:> bu&ad upon the reoommend-

e.tion6 or studies ,,{hich pGi.-tl'11n. to -the prol;lt.#il1 rd-ther than
UpvtJ t.he ..t>roof of a new theor,y.

TheGs
a.

recvmm~ndL'i..tlo!l8

1ntl.lcate that.;

Ho two ce..ses ot :reading d1sability result from the same set ot
circumatcJ.lces and thus no two have exactly the same read1ng

patterns.

lb.

No two oases ha.ve the aa.m.tt instructional needs.

c.

No two cases can be trea.ted in exactly the same manner.
The author firmly believes that

o~11dren

pul ty \Tlth reading need immediate help.
~id

who get into dl:tf1-

The classroom must glve

to the ohild who 1s 1n minol' diff1culty with h1s readtng or

~hose

reading haa become or 16 beooming so impaired that he needs

!)x~11cit

a.ttention in order to grow eecl1Nly &nd comfortably 1n

r-eading aga.in.
Learning to read 1s oomplex and there are many poss1ble con~uaiona

along the way.

~iff1cultlea

The early detection and correotion of these

by the classroom teacher will do much to prevent the

ocumulat1on ot millor problems that ma.y lead to major reading disbility.
The paper haa been written as definitely as possible.

The

uthor has presented the material in terms of the needs of the
ndividual child who 1s hav1ng diffioulty in reading. Consequently,

he individual nature of reading instruction 1s emphasized through
he use ot a well-organized, divers1f1ed program ot reeding

19
instruction.

2·lr~jt.

1:.~

th5'M

T~-lif:\

11H8.:;ill ty.
;!lcm~'

th~

,l.lroblern of d$ter:Tilnlng

th~

pat.t.ern of reading

)nasg of the totnl progrv1i is cOlnpllcated by

c$rL'<cterietlcs ,of

t":1e,t °fl.!l"J'$ a bs[;ring on

t~9

ohUd :l..Y},d his

his reading growth.

l~!:rn1ng

environman-t;

Poor readlng ability

1s so interr':;luted ,,;1th other characteristics of child gt'011th
dev1llopm,;mt that it is oft.en

extr~mely

"",het.her the reading d.isability or

8~me

~nd

dlftlcul t to determine
ot":,.er condition 16 the

basic problem.
The second problem is that of adjusting instruotional techniques and other l)l"Ooedures to
osses.

t~_1.a

treatment ot reading d13&bl11ty

Bome experts feel th>:lt tho most important elenent in the

problo;r.tl is that the

mat-~rial

the child 1s interested.

e"ho:,lld deal with a. subject 1n whioh

Others feel that the leval of difficulty

of the material is of even gree.ter 1mpor-tanoEt.

still others be-

lieve that ha.v1ng the type of material tha.t 18 coml)atible with the

nature of the

rem~die,l

instruction is ot paramoWlt importance.

i.'h1oh is the most important?

Tha:t. 18 the problem.

The final and most important problem 1s that of' det l3rrnlning
the effecti-lreness of
clc3sroom.

rea~d1ng

methods in the Interned late Grade

In general. there are six approaches to teaching read-

1ng~

a.

'.lord recogn1 t10n

b.

Oral instruction

20

o.

Totally silent reading instruction

d.

Reading experience charts

e.

A

thought-gettu~g

process centered around purposeful activi-

t1es
f.

A well-organ1zed coord1nat1on of all the other methods,
These problems will be dealt with and resolved as far as

poss1ble 1n the follow1ng sect10ns of the paper:
The f1rst major section 1s devoted to the nature and 1mportance of reading difficulty according to the f1ve authorit1es.
After describing the nature of a d1s.bled reader, the considerat10ns involved in classifying a reader as d1sabled are explained.
This is followed by a discu&&1on ot the causes of reading deficiences.

The role of the intellectual, educational, env1ron-

mental, emotional, and physical factors are described and evaluated.
Chapter Three deals with the treatment of reading difficulties according to the five author1ties.

Their approe.ch to the

bas1c principles of remedial 1nstruction 1s described next.

The

second part of this chapter presents the various aspects of the
treatment of these read1ng difficulties:
a.

Development of basic comprehensive abilit1es

b.

Correcting word-recognition difficulties

c.

Treating orl.,u:tc:.:tional d1fficul ties

d.

Overc oming spec1fic reading defects

e.

Improving read ing in the content E,reas

21

f.

Increasing the rate of comprehension
Chapter Four is the explanation of the author's choice of

method for effective reading in the Intermediate Grades.

This is

done by discussing the a.dvantagea of the f1"¥"e approaches according
to:
a.

E. A. Betts

b.

G. L. Bond

c.

E. W. Dolch

d.

W. S. Gray

e.

Paul \4fitty.

,

The final seetion of this paper contains a summary of the
previoua chapters, reoommendations for further research, and conclusions based on the

~atarisl

stud1ed.

CHAPTER II
NATURE AND

I~.fi'ORT1UTCE

OF READING

DIFFICULTlIi:S ACCORDING TO

THE FIVE AUTHORITIES
Reading disab1l1ty is oftentimee a subtle and d1fficult cond1t1on to describe.

This seems more evident when we exemine tbe

cases ot problem readers.

No two cases are exactly alike and no

two cases are caused by the sante set ,!f circumstancen.

Yet. t'hey

have enough charaoteristios in common to form an atypical group
in the classroom situation.
tiThe first characteristic of the problem reader 1s that he
1

does not read as well as he should."

With this condit1on apparent

there 1s a great possibility that general scholastic aohievement
will be handicapped.

NOt only is present educational growth im-

peded but frequently reading patterns oan become

80

complex that

future growth 1n reading seems improbable.

1

Guy L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Readi~ Difficulties, Their
Diagnosis and Correct1on (New York 1957'. P. 1.
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Typically then, the disabled reader is a chlld of sufficient
1ntellectual capability who

h~s

tailed to grow in reading.

ont of ten readers have normal. or supar'lor intelligence.·'

2

"E1ght
He is

:t1ot livL.'"lg up to his potential as a learner and 1s quite likely
to be ineffectlve in other are6.S of learning.
This brier dlscussion, however, is not surfic1ent to identify
all the chl1Qren who could. be

cl&.~sifled

as disabled readers.

There are many more factors that mast 'be conaider-ed 1n aNal' to
determine whether a chUd i8 disc:..bled in r&C:4a1ng.
~erhaps

the !iret quectlon to

b6~ask6d

about

th~

child is

whother he }ws been given the opporr.un1ty to learn to read.

W. S.

'1rF,Y states that the extent one can a.ssoc1ate meanings with written
3
or printed form is e. matter of experience. Edwal"Cl Dolch agrees
thB,t ohildren \<:111 understand only 1z;. terms of their own exper4
ience. He has never rece1ved systemat1c organ1zed inetruction and

thus he.£.! not had. the chance to learn.
do1ng

B"S

He 1s, to all appe&.rancee.

y.lell a.s can be expected of him.

2

E • A. Betts, "Are Retarded Readers Dumb?t',

(M &y

1956>,

573.

Educat1ol},

76

:3
W. S. Gray. ·'Reading and Unders tend 1ng tl, Elementarl
English, 28 (March 1951), 148-149.

538.

4
E. W. Dolch. t'Comprehenaion in Reading", ~., 76 (May 1956),
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The sa.me prino1ple would apply to a ch1ld from a foreign
country.

Althoug~

he

m~y

pre~ent

n ~~1que

instruot1onal problem,

he 1s not a disabled reader beoause he did not have the opportuni-

ty to learn the English language.

5

A more complica.ted factor involves the chUd whose reading
skills do not compare with hie other 1ntelleot,U8.l a,chievements,
9apeciF!.11:r his verb8l, le$rnlng,R.

H1R verbal language development

hes been inorea81ng and improving Rlnce birth but his reading tnst.ruction dJ.d not begin until f1rst grade.

It is axiomatic, then,

thE':t he cannot be expected to read up to his general verbal. achievement level.
Beoause reading is e. function ot language [listening and
speaktns:} development,
determination of

6

a second faotor to be considered 10 the

reading problems 1s verbal ability.

Frequently,

the aurel-verbal abl1i ty ot a child is used as an indication of the

level e,t which he's expeoted to read.
l1stening voeabular.y and can

under~tand

If a child has an excellent
difficult material spoken

to him, he should be able to read at a higher level than most chilCl!oren hie age.

"Most chUdren who do not get along in reading have

5

Gray, PP. 148-159.

6

E. A. Bett~. "Unsolved Problems in Readingt!.
(October 1954), 326.

!!.!!!.

Ene.., 31
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a higher listening or hearing oomprehension than reading comprenension.

This difference between listening oomprehension level

and reading level tells us two things:

first, that the ch1ld is

retarded in read ing and second, how much the child 1s retarded. tI

1

HOHever, caution must be used with th1s device before a oh1ld who
is reading below his general verbal ability is classified as a
disabled reader.

The length of time in school. the opportunity

to learn to read, and the acouracy of verbal aptitude must be taken
into account if we are to Judge a ohild's reading ability oorreotly

.

A third faotor to consider 1n this discussion is sucoess in

aon.read1ng fields.

E. A. Betts states that pupils who have dif-

ficul ty with reading are in real trouble in most other areas.
this indicator 1s insuffioient evidence

~nile

!e

a

1\self to class-

ifY a readlng problem, in the vast majority of cases, success in
aonreading fields does indioate how well the ch1ld is able to apply
~imself

to learning situations other than read1ng.

Arithmetlc com-

putatlon ls frequently used as one of the subjects less 1nfluenced

py reading HbUlty.
1

Betts, "Are Retarded Readers Dumb?", p. 568.

8

Ibld.
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Marion Monroe, for example, uses arithmetic achievement as one
of the criteria for selecting chUdren who wUl profit from re9
medial instruotion in reading.
The final and usually most important criterion used to Judge
the existence of a reading disability is a child IS mental ability
as compared to his reading ability.

The outcome of this compari-

son w11l be a reading expectancy level at whioh the ch1ld is to
perform.

Undoubtedly, the true mental ability of e child should

be used as a. basic consideration in classifying
abled reader.

Caution is necessary

~or

B

child as a dis-

this reason.

The determ-

ination of mental oapacity of a poor reader is difficult.
There are many types ot tests which may be used to assess
the mental age of ohildren.
are:

Four general types ot measurement

verbal group mental tests, nonverbal group mental tests,

individual performanoe mental tests.
The verbal group mental tests are of little use in selecting

ch1ldren who w1l1 profit trom remedial work in reading as they
are to a great extent, reading tests themselves.

"With group

tests of intelligence, pupils must be able to read in order to
answer most, and in some tests, all, of the questions and to sol v
10
problems. tt
However, they oan be given to large groups and the

9

Monroe, p. 13.

10
Betts, tlAre Retarded Readers Dumb?". p. 571.

results are useful in making moat comparisons for able readers.
Nonverbal group tests, or paper and pencil tests, do not require reading matter as a means of presenting the items.
be given to large groups and therefore ss,ve
ing time.

B.

They can

great deal of test-

They are useful 10 selecting children who have a marked

discrepancy between the1r mental age and their res-ding age.

"To

be retarded in ree.ding, a chUd' s menta.l par must be higher th&n
hiz repding par. tf

11

However, nonverbal group tests are, to some

extent, performance tests rather than tests of reasoning &.b11ity,
and they are not desirable measuremen,ta for un individual diagnos1s.

"Group tests especially 1n reading tend to pent.:11ze low

ach1evers. If

12

Ind1v1dual menta.1 tests are the most 8uitb.ble meE?-sure of ment
a1 growth to be used with ree.ding CB..ses.

They g1ve e,n

c~ccurate

meaBure of mente.1 £tb111ty for able readers and are only slightly
affected by the lack of reeding abil1ty of disabled readers.
are, however, very time .... consuming and require

tr~ined

They

examiners.

Individual performance tests are useful for measurine; the
mantel a,bill ty of children who are physically handicapped.

11

~•• p.

12

574.

E. A. Betts, "Types of Reading Measures lt ,

(May 1960), 535.

~.,

80

These
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tests are also t1me-oonsum1ng, requlrlng trained examlners and
further, they do not emphasize the verbal aspeots ot 1ntelleotual
;'l"owth.
E. W. Doloh, unlike the other tour author1tles, tends to have
e. rather negatlve opin1on of the valldlty ot read1ng tests.

flpre_

sent rea.d1ng tests aotua11y measure a mixture ot var10us taotors
in reading, w1thout one's knowledge ot how much of any tactor 1s
1noluded. 1t

13

Dolch observes also that

teachers belleve that
14
present reading tests are tor superv1sory purposes only."
In summary, the d1sabled reader

fl • • •

one who has had an oppor-

~s

tun1ty to learn to read, but who is not read1ng as well as could
be expected, by h1s aural-verbal ab1lity, h1s mental capacity, and
hls success in non-reading learnings.

He is, 10 rea11ty, the ohile

who 1s at the lower end of the reading distribution for a varlety
of reasons whioh w1ll be dlscussed next.
Causes of read1ng dlsab1l1ty are numerous.

some, wh1ch 1n

the past were regarded as important, do not recelve the same emphas1s today.

The search tor a single cause or factor of d1s-

ability has rarely provlBd t.o be sufficient.

13

Seldom if' ever does

E. W. Doloh, "Do Reading Tests Test Readlng tl , Elem. Ens"
31 (April 1954), 203.
14

~.,

204.

a single cause generate disability 1n readine.

The author of this

paper strongly emphasizes multiple causation and mB_lntains that al
bt:.t

the very mildest cases of rea.ding disability are caused by a

composite of related conditions.
Paul Witty contends ''. •• 1t would be an indefensible error
not to recognize that the causes of an individual's poor reading
may be traced to some of the circumstances attending to his phy·
sical, mental, and emotional development."

15

Dolch diagnosis the oauses of deficiency in reading as fallh!g into two large interrelating groupings I

16

.

the environmental

causes and the inherent causes.
Both Betts and Gray agree that the causes of reading disability are numerous as does Guy Bond

who

maintains that

II

•••

ordinarily several factors are involved, each contributing to
the diffioulty as a part ot a pattern. tI

17

15

Paul "'iittv and David Kopel, Reading and the Educative Pro-

S!!! (Boston'1939), P. 239.
16

.
E. W. Doloh, PSYChology and The Teachins
(Boston 1951), P. 20~.

17

Bond and Tinker, P. 64.

~Read1n5

In addition to the stress le.id on the many causes of reading

disability, there 1s one genere~ tact about rEtRding wh1ch should
:)6

6potllghted.

Thls faot, emphasized by Betts and Gray, is the

l_lgbly complex nEl,ture of the reta,ding process.

ttReeding is a com-

plex of mental abil1ties, embre,cir.g with other elements, clusters
of specific sk1lls, abUities, and attltudes. tI
neither

B

"Res,dlng is

unlque ability nor a slngle complex of Tllental processes,

but a. series of
~{ith

18

m~

the cond1tions. tt

complex mental activities which vary wldely

19

P=oticlent reading depends upon the acquisition and versatile
application of several intricately co-ordinated skills.

These

skUls or abilities are acquired only through lons. mot1vB.ted prac~1ce under good guidance.

20

Because the reading process ls so

18
E. A. Betts, Foundatlons of Readins Instruct10n (New York

~954), p.

137.

19
~940

>.

\{. E. Gray, Readins in General Educatlon (':"aahington, D.C.
P. 19.

20

_Gray, tiThe Relat.1on ot Baslc Instructlon ln Read1ng to the
rotal Reading ProtremJ'. ~ •• 74 (.May 1954). 537-536.
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complex, there ere many opportuniti.es for unfortunate complications to impede its growth.

Various factors, opere,t1ne, singly or
21
more otten together, may hold up further progress in reading.
It is the purpose of this chapter to discuss 2nd evaluate
the role of varlous phys10al defioiencles and environmental, intellectual, emotlonal, c.nd educationnl factors

&B

contributing

causes of re[Oding disabill ty.
The five Ruthorit1es agree that
factor in some

0(1 GeA

t'!'lat ocular comfort

v1~ual

of reading disablli ty.
~md

sites 'for ea.sy reed1ne.

visual

el·flc~enoy

deficiency may be a
They stress the fact

are dor;lre.ble prerequi-

i"'hen a. child shows signs of becoming a

disability ease, the tendency of both teachers and paren'ta is to
think of the possibility of vieual deficiencies.

It is true, of

course, that a, chl1d '8 eyesleh't may be so poor that it is practically impossible to read.

And there seems t.o be a number ot

less severe eye defects which constitute handicaps to chlldren 1n
the readlng situation.

It is not surprising, therefore, that many

studles beve concentrated upon visual d.ef1olencles as causes of
reading dies.bill ty •
Of the five authOrities st.udied in 'this paper, t.he 'two who
have done the moat extensive

2l

reae~rch

in visual deficlencles are

Paul Witty, tlAre Children Learning to Read?".
societz. (May 10, 1952), 293.

School and

.;;..;;;,~----
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Emmett Betts and Feul ",:itty.

From the grea.t number of studies

about various types of visual handicaps.

Betts has found that

there is no significant relat10nship between v1suel deficiency
and reading achievement.

He does stress, however, the fact that

" ••• children w1th a visual handicap have to compensate for this
by putt1ng exeessive strain on the1r eyes during prolonged reud22
ing."
The most

frAqu~ntly

used method 1n studying the relationship

between visual. efficiency and reading ab1l1ty is to compe.re the
rels.t1onsh1p between visual eff1cienc:y and reading ab11ity is to
compare the visual characteristics of groups of suocessful and
unsuccessful readers.

Reports from studies by

\~itty

tend to agree and substantiate the findings of Betts.

and Kopel
Witty and

Kopel fal1ed to f1nd any differentiat10n between poor and good
read1ng groups on the basis of one or another single visual de23
fic1ency.
As a result of the intense research of v1sual d1ff1culty,
both Betts and W1tty offer suggest10ns to the classroom teacher

22
Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruotion, PP. 172-203.
23
Paul i,,-itty bnd David Ko.r.el., t1Factors Associated with the
Etiology of Reading D1sab1lity', Journal of Educational Research,
29 (April 19}6), 449-459.
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regarding the symptoms to look for 1n observing s1gns of visual
discomfort in the appe&rance or behavior of children.

The follow

ins aymptoms seems to be most significant:
a.

Exoessive blinking

b.

Head movement while reading

c.

TU t ing the head

d.

Inflamation of eyes

e.

\'iieely d1latad pupUs

f.

Devia.tion of one eye

g.

Tenseness during visual work

h.

Rubbing eyes frequently

i.

Tending to avoid close visual work
24
Tend1.ng to lose place in reading.

J.

The implioations of the studiea done by Betts and Witty are
the following:
a.

One should recognize that eye defects may be a handioap to
both good end poor readers.

b.

There 1s sufficient positive evidence to indicate that such
defeots as far-sightedness, fusion difficulties, end binooular in-eo-ordination may contribute to reading diff1culties
in certain cases.

24
Betts, "Fa.ctors in Reading Disabili
(May

1952), 624-637.
U l'~

I

,-

P ~- :

)
I
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c.

Severe reading disability, in most lnstances, ls the result
of the aocumulut.ed Innuence of many factors operating together in a oomplex pattern.

d.

'~llere

visufJl defectLl are present find unoorrected the ohlld

ls more l1kely to Eet lnto diffioulty in reuding and is Ulore
difficult to teaoh.
There has been relatively little research done regard1ng
hea.l~1.ng

defio1enoies and progress 1n reading.

The investigat10ns

whioh have been oarrled on, however, have been done mainly by
Betts and

'~1tty.

Betts states that

,
If • • •

impalred hearing may be oausally

1'6-

l&ted to poor reading or it Ulay reveal merely another difficulty
for which the non-ach1evers must oompensate."

25

The conolusion

of Wltty and Kopel ls that audltory faotors appear related to
res.d1ng diee,bUlty in individual cases of gross defect and under
special oonditions of instruotions, i.e., a pre-domlnantly oralphonetlc type of instruotion.

26

There is sufficient evidenoe from the research of these two
author1tles to indioate that every ohild who is a hearing deficiency case will have more d1ffioul ty in learning to read under a.n

25

Betts,

26

~oundatlons

of Reading Instruotion, PP. 203-224.

Paul Witty, IIAnswers to Q.uestions About Rea.d1ng", National
Parent Teaoh6r, 50 ([eptember 1955), 10-13.
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oral-phonetic type of instruction thc.n ,1111 the child "lith normal
hearing.

v.'hile impairment of hea,r1ng seldom t"cpJ::eprs to be the

301e oeuse ot reB.db E dieabUi ty, it may be an importont contribut1ng factor 1.0. u pattern ot causes.
The general health of children 1s another important tactor
if they a.re to become efficient NaGaI'S. Learning to reBd is a
complicated and, more otten than not, an arduous tusk.

For suc-

cess, the child must be alert, a,ttentlve, and able to ooncentrate
Emd. pe.rt1oipate vigoroual.y in the classroom reading activities.
':~ny

physic!:l condition which lowers a, child 'e vitel.1ty eo that

he 1s in

l~

continuous state ot fatigue makes 1 t impossible for him

to give sustf.tlned attention to the task at hand.
and loss of sleep e.re examples.

27

Halnutrit10n

The ch11d 'Who 1s in

B.

state or

chronic fatigue may beoome almost oonttnuously, or at least interm1ttently, inattentive.

When this happens. the child falls to

leern what he should or only learns slowly_ In partlcular, he
falls to learn words or technlques whloh are necessary for progress 1n later lessons_

These effects are cumulative

eventuEl,lly he becomes e. disabled reader.

80

that

In addltion. such a

child is disposed to develop nervous tenslons and a negetive
att1tude

27

tOWI'-'rd,

readlng.

"Not all

gOOd

physical specimens learn

Witty. Reedlna and the Edugative Process, P. 219.

to read easlly but a low gener&l health status may. interfere with
28
learnlng.
In some osses, extensive and frequent periods of absence
for whatever oause lead to reading disability.

When the new words

and teohniques taught during absenoes are vital fOr later learnings, a child mAy beoome severely hp.ndioapped 1n subsequent
ass1gnments.
An

29

appreciable number of disabled readers exhibit poor motor

co-ordination.

This is shown by 8''IkwB.rdness in walking, running,

i'rriting. and athletio act1v1ties.

Tests of motor precision tend
,

to yield better Boores for superior readers than for non-readers.
W. S. Gray noted that poor readers commonly exh1bit diffioulties
in pronunciation and enunoiation, imperfeot breathing, co-ordination, and irregular eye movements, and that frequently their
reaction time and rate of physioal aotivltT are slow.

'0

Speech defeot is a prominent type of motor-ln-oo-ordtnation
often associated with reading disability.

According to early re-

search done by Marion Monroe, there appears to be a reoiprooal

28

Betts, Foundations ot Read;pg Instruotlon, p. 135.

29

E. W. Doloh. Problems in Readins (Ohampaign 1948), P. 154.

30

W. S. Gray et al., "Remedial Cases 1n Reading: Their Diasnosis and Treatment", Supplementary Eduoational Monograph, 22
(Chioa"go 1922). 163-174.

37

relE-_tlon between facility in speech and

r~::t,'l.dlnD.

Later, Bend.

found "no important differences in incidence of speech defects
~\mone

,Poor end socd silent readors.

31
tt

However, Bond did find

that 35 per cent of thoee children that were retarded in oral
but good in silent reading had
Acco.rdlng to

l~itty

2~eech

defects.

and Kopel, the observed aesoclation

ot

motor inefficiencies and reading disability t1had suggested the
presenc~

in some chi.ldren of a common basic ca.use;

of the endocrine glands. I!

32

dysfunction

The author of this ps.per stresses the

use of caution with this theory.

Fur~her

evidence 1s needed to

establish any assumption that a.ssociated speech and reading ditf1cul ty a.re both symptoms of other more basic factors.

The results of research by Gray t Bond, and

~'il tty

indicates

that motor in-CO-Ordination is a oonoomitant in certain reading
disab1lity eases.
established.

Causal relationship, however. haa not. been

The suggestion by Witty that motor in-co-ordination

together with reading d1sability are merely symptoms of some basic
condition suoh as glandular dysfunct10n seems probable but needs
confirmation.
Perhaps no other slneJ.e physical cause of reHoins deficienoy

31

Bond and Tinker, P. 96.

32

Witty, Readins and the Educat1ve

?roce8~,

P. 216.

38
has reoeived so much popular attention as has lateral dominance.
Its role in reading disabillty is a controverslal 1ssue.
erature on the subJeot is extensive and largely equivocal.

The litIt is

possible here to indioate only the trends ot evidenoe trom the
tive authorities and to attempt some evaluation ot it.
flLateral dominance reters 'to the consistent preterenoe for
using and tor more skUlful use of the muscles on one slde of the
33
body. H
An example of it is Ulustrated by handedness which involves preferred use of either right or left hand for skilled
manipulations, and by e,edness which

~volves

preferred use of the

right or left e,e for such tasks as aiming or examlnlng things
closely.

"Moreover. in a majority of individuals t.'perhaps 60 per
~
34
centjthe preterred hand and eye are on the same side ot the body. I

When ocular or manual dominanoe is not well established or has
been inhibited, or when a condition of mixed dominance exists
fright-handedness and left-eyedness or right-eyedness and lefthandednes~ it is assumed that there is a corresponding lack of

cerebral dominance or that dominanoe is mixed.

Suoh conditions,

as well as the single factors of left-handedness and lett-eyedness

33
Bond and Tinker. p. 99.
34
Witty, Reading and the Educative Proeess. p. 222 •

•

39
Lire said to oausa or oontribute to reading disability.
The

investigations of Witty and Kopel "revealed that lett.-

handedness and left-eyedness, as well as other conditions of laterality, ooour with praotioally equal inoidenoe in groups or poor
35
and of good readers."
In support of this conclusion, Gray agrees that "the Nsul ts
of 1nvestigations do not Justify the emphasizing of handedness
in reading program. 1t

36

However, one must reserve Judgment as to

the validity of the relationship of laterality to reading.
Edwe.rd Doloh concurs with this PQint of view.

"OUr conolu-

slon must be that we should be very slow to ascribe inabillty to
37
read to some speoial breakdown bt lateral dominanoe. tI
In a more reoent investigation than Dolch 'a. Guy Bond found

no relation ot lateral dominanoe to read1ng d1sabUity.

38

The evidence that lett-handedness, mixed dominance, or lack

35

36

Ibid., P. 223.

Gray, ed., Readins in General Eduoation, by Ruth strang,

P. 313.

37

Dolch, Psyoholo& and The Teach1ns of Reading, p. 251.

38

Guy L. Bond, ttRelation of Handedness, Eye-slghting, and
Acuity Dominance to Reading", Journal 2.! Eduoation4" ?sYCholos,y,

27 (fucemQer 1936), 445-456.

pf dominance may be 1nvolved in reading disability 1s equivooal.
~8,retul analysis ot data and oonclusions indicates that, 1n cer-

tain rare clinioal cssees, one or another ot these anomalies may
pontribute to readIng disa.b1lity as part ot a I)attern of hindering
!Pectors.
In the preceding paragraphs, a number ot physical conditions
~hlch
~he

may be 1nvolved in reading disability were discussed.

In

tollowing pe.gee, various emotional, intelleotual, environment ....

~l,and

educatIonal tactors w1ll be examlned and their possible

rules in oontributing to readIng

dIsab~ity

appraised.

The personal and soolal adjustment ot the ohild is intimatey linked with his emot1onal adjustment.
~aving

In faot, when a child

a readlng disab1lity tends to be a persone.lity oase, we

mply that the child ls having dIfflcul t1 1n his emotIonal e.dJust~ent.

Most children in ditticul ty with Nading are working under
ome disturbing emotional stress.

"One ot the most important

trects of stress 1s the impairment or deterioration 1n learn39

ng. II

Betts also round that "Most of the individuals we study

n our olinics are emotionally upset because they cannot read well

39

Paul Witty, "Interest and Suocess - The Antidote to
tress", Ele~. !U.a•• 32 (Deoember 1955). 509.

41
enough to do what is expected of them or to attain their own
40

goals. ,.

Emotional tension in the classroom is manifested by

symptoms.

"Evidenoes of frustration usually are sln:mtoms, not
41
oauses, or reading ditticul ty. tl
ir

These symptoms, compiled trom studies by Gray
Jt6
44
45
Wi t ty • Bond • and Doloh ,include:

42

,Betts

43,

El.

Ehyness or retirill8 behav10r

b.

Lack of attent1ve conoentration

o.

Hab1tual nail-biting

d.

A tendency to stutter

e.

Laok of self-oonfidence shown by disoouragement, irritability
or agress1ve behavior,

40
E. A. Betts, "HC'nv a Retarded Reader Feele tt , Elam. Ens.,
34 (January 1957), 17.

41

.,

• tlAdJust1ng Instruction to Individual Needs",

Forty-E~I-gh~t~h--NS~'8~E-Yearbock,

II (1949), 274.

42

W. 8. Gray, nNeeded Research in Readinglf,
(February 1952), 100-108.

43

Bette,

~~at1ons o~ ~ad\eS

!!!m. En6., 29

Instruot1on, PP. 148-149.

44

W1tty, Reading and the Eduoative Prooess, p. 229.

45

112!l,

Bond,

Re~4.in6

Dif'!lcultles: ,1'l'}eir Dis·fAoeis and Correc-

P. 104.

Dolch, ?s:ycholo& snd The 'J:3ach1ng of

R~ad1nts,

PP. 246-248.

42
When groups of poor readers are compared w1th good readers,
the results usually show a aomewhttt larger peroentage of pup1ls

with unfsvorable signs ot persona11ty adjustment among the retarded readers.

It should be kept in mind, however, that many,

children with adjustment difficulties become good readers.
Reports of a olinical study by Wltty and Kopel lndicate

that the inoidence of emotional problems among clinical cases of
disabled readers ls high.

"In the Northwestern university Psyoho

Ed,ucatione.l Clinl0 we found that tully 50 per cent of serlously

retarded readers are ohs,racterized

b~

fears and anxleties so

serious and far-reachlng that no program of re-eduoat1on could
possibly sucoeed wh1ch dld not aim to

denoe and '. to remove anol.ties.·'

re~establlsh

47

self-conti-

In ordeI' to restore the child's security, Dolch recommends:
flrst, complete acceptanoe of the ohild as he lB; second, estab-

11shment of rapport bet-w'een the teacher and the child; and third
disoovery of the ohild' s interests EJnd h1s "area of oonfidence. If
Inabi11ty to learn to read satisfactorily usually

47

Wltty, ReadlnB and the Educatlve

48

proce~~,

meBllS

p. 231

E. v,. Dolch. HSuccess 1n Remedial Re&.ding ll , Elem, ~i.'

30 (March 1953), 133-137.

43

severe frustration for the ohild.

~.,llen

his unsuccessful f"ttempts

to read make him conspiouous in s, socially unfavorable way, the

child is hurt and ashamed.

49

All five author1t1es egree that h1s

continued lack of success ''l1tb o.ttendent frustro,t10n and feelings
ofinseourity bring on emotional mal.a.djus,tm:s1:lt. As E• .!i.. Betts
explains it.

t1

•••

eaoh symptom becom'?s worse as the read1ng ma"'!

tar1sl beoomes more d1ff1oult:

50

SOme at these chl1drsn beoome

eaf\11y oonvinced that they a.re stup1d.

This feeling 1s frequent-

ly enhanoed by the ettitudes ot the1r classmates, their parents,
and even the tsacher, if she faUs
tlon~

~

understand the true s1tua-

Betts claims tha.t "todpJ.y ts teacher seeks to" 'learn' the

child before she teeches him .... that ls, she begins where he is. 1t

If she does not, the.child can be 1n a posit1on to develop a
readin~

handicap.

SOme valuabls 8uggeat1ons to parents about what they ca.n do
to prepare their child for learn1ng to read are offered by Bette:

_..

III

49
w'1tty f Beading and the Educative ?roces,E!. p. 299.

50

E. A. Betts, "success Levels tor Retarded Readers

77 (March 1957), 402.

51

tI,

_ _ _ _ _ _ , 'tTy-pea of Reading Hes3uraa 1/, P. 533.

~. t

44
&.

Expect boys to be slower thEm girls in getting on to the knack

of reading.

Twenty-five per cant of all boys read below

their mental capacity.

E1ghty per cent of nll retarded read-

ern are boys.
b.

Keel) a record of your child'8 develoi>mant 1ncluding facts

about his birth.

E1[hty per cent of ell retarded readers

have normel or super10r intel11gence.

c.

.ylake

£:iura your ehild 1s 'visually' ready for school.

d.

Expect b1g diffartmces in the ages at which ch1ldren learn to
read.

e.

Find out why your child 1s having dlff1cul ty fl1th read1ng.

f.

Th1nk many times before hav1ng your ch1ld

re~eat

a grada.

52

vi1tty bnd D(.)lch s13,y that m03t ch1ldren who enter school with

well-adJucted

.L)er~onalIt1es

are eager to learn to read.

thri"le on success and approval.

~'lien

They

sotnB of the chIldren meet

only failure and frustratIon, the resulting emotional apset pr20t1c<'llly al'tleys leads to personal and social maladjustment.

53

When reeding disabi11ty 1s accompan1ed by emotional 1nvolvemant, it becomes a question ot wheth.er the personality ma.ladJust-

ment 1s

or

l);rlmB.J::,f

vI' of sGoonde.ry importance.

52

E. A. E'Jtts, "Parents Hnd Reading II ,
195'7), 136-137.

53

'Ifltt,y t

F.ead1n~

Dolch. rroRbe~B

~.,

'l'hera is a

78 (November

and the Educatlvel.)rocess, P. 231.
Rea~~ng:
150-153.

In

P2.
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consensus of opinion among the five euthoritles reee.rdlnE this

point.

They tend

t~.e e:<:tre!l!():~

TIO

stand 111 (m 1ntermed1e.te

'Jf thoe9 who

position bet.ween

believe that every persona11ty tenslon

unfavorable to learning to raad has arisen prior to entering
school and thoBe \vho hold
children B.re
'rh~1r

r!"'tJ.~trrd:.~"

emotlonal upsatG occur only when

·~h.at

in

their attempts to learn to rend.

voint of view 1s

aumm3riz,~d.

very adequntely in the worde

of Bond:
It 1s not surprising that the emot1onal maladjustment
associated with read1ng disabil1ty can be both cause and
effect. .:(;xti m1natlcn of reported evide lce 5nd the v1e"s t')f
wr1t.ers and clinlcal workers suggests that only 1n a few
cases does the per60nality mel~dju8tment ex1st1ng prior
to reading experience prevent a child from learning to read.
In 0. large number of cases. the ilif,0tlonal difficulties appea.r
to be due to tailure 1n read1ng.~
1

There are no data available wh1ch permit one to assign exact
,ercentages to the proportlon of lnstances 10 whioh the emotional
d1fficultles ere causes rather than effects.

Examinatlon of all

the evldenoe, however. does make it pretty clear that lithe emotional maladjustment ls much mora i!;-equently the effeot than the
cause 01' reedlng d1sabill ty.

Thls vlew is strongly supported

by the fact that 10 most instances, the emotional difficulties

clear up when the read1ng d1sabillty is relieved by remedial 1ne truot 10n ••1

55

54
Bond and Tlnker. P. 107.

55

-Ibid.

Success in learnlog to read, then, depends 10 some cases,
upon the personal and soc1al adjustment of the oh1ld.

As noted

prev10usly, the child who is happy, has a well-adjusted personali ty, and feels seoure is more 11kely to make normal progress in
h1s read1ng than the insecure Child.

Conditions in the home have

an important effect uPon a child's personal1ty adjustment before
he goes to sohool and during the sohool years.

Paul W1tty esti-

mates that causes ot reading defioienoy are related to home cond1tions in 40 per cent ot all cases studied.

56

A number of unfortunate home cond1t1ons
may br1ng about
,
emot1onal maladjustment 1n the child.

Emmett Betts states sheer

neglect or lack ot sympathetic understanding can make the child
feel that he is not loved or not vanted.

Over-protection and

domination of the ch1ld b,y the parents can lead to adjustment
d1fficult1es.

Parents may be excess1vely anxious that their ch11d

learn to read well and the cumulative ettect may produce neglect

ot read1ng ent1rely.
pared

unfavor~bly

disastrous.

It a sibling 1 s reading achievement is com-

to the brother or sister, the eftect may be

It any confliot between parent and teacher arises ovel

the child, it may have deleter10us etfects upon the adjustment ot
57
the oh11d.

56

w1tty, "Answers to Quest10ns About Rea.ding·', p. 122.

57
Betts, Foundat1ons of Read1ng Instruct1on, PP. 127-128.
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Anyone or a oombinatlon of home sltuatlons

~entloned

ln thls

seotlon may result in personality maladjustment in the oh1ld.
In general, then, the five authorlt1es would oonour that
unfavorable home oonditions hlnder rather than help readlng progress.
It ls 01' great importanoe that the ohlld develop favorable
attltudes toward sohools, his teaoher, other sohool oh1ldren, and
toward reading.

While favorable attltudes foster progress ln

learnlng to read, unfavorable attitudes Dlay result ln reading
disability.

"Satisfaotory personal and
, soolal adjustment provlde

the background for the development of favorable attltudes toward
58
reading and the entlre school sltuatlon."
Doloh belleves that most chlldren begln sohool eager to learn
to read; a few chlldren will oome feellng 'a,ntagonist1c' toward
59
the ldeE- of reading.
Occaslonally. there will be a,n emotionally
dlsturbed beginner who makes it quite d1ffloult to oultlvate posltlve attitudes towards read1ng.

"A ohild's lnterpretation of a

selectlon depends on the attitudes he takes to It.

Favor!lble

attltudes inorease interest in a topio or a type of seleotlon. 1I

58

~ ••

59

60

60

PP. 118-119.

Doloh, PSloholos,y and The Teaching of Readine, PP. 241-242.

E. i~. Betts, ttReading Is Thinking",
(May 1959), 48-49.

Educatlon

D1ges~

24

The fourth factor to d1scuss 1n examining the causes or
readtng disab1llty, 1s intelligenoe.
ttRead1ng aohlevement tends to be related to intelllgenoe at
all academic levels. tI

61

This tact is unanimously agreed upon by

the flve authorities. hbat is not 10 complete harmony, is the degree of relationshlp between intelligence and reading achievement.
Taking a moderate viewpoint, Bette states that:

"'8

Since reading
If'.rgely a 'th1nking' process, it
tollows that mental maturity 1ntel11gence is a primary factor
in readtng ab1l1ty. A child of low mental ability is not
likely to succeed with typ1cal reading. activit1es because he
has very 11ttle to take to the prtnted page. On the other
hand, some ch1ldren w1th normal or super10r intelligence
do not succeed with read1ng activ1t1es. It appears that
mental matur1ty is essent1al in dealing with ~ading, but
that mental maturity does not insure success.
Witty develops this opin10n further:
The relations~ip between intelllgence and read1ng abilit
is positive, although low intelligence 1s infrequently a aaua
of poor reading. Reading 1s merely one lndividuation of intelligent behav1or. Valid t,-:>nts of read1ng, therefore, shoul
show very cs3se correspondence with adequate tests of intelligence.
From research conducted by Guy Eond,lt would seem that he

61

Bond and Tinker, P. 111.

62

Betts, Foundatlons of Read1n:e I':lstruction, PP. 120-124.

63

Witty, Reeding

and the Educatlve Prooess, P. 225.

49
and

¥~.

S.

Gray agree in their findings.

Both men suggest that 1t

would. be most accurate to say that low intel11genoe 1s not 1tself
a direct cnuse but that it may lead ind1rectly to read1ng disab1lity.

Th1s occurs when reading instruction of the slow learn-

er during early school years is not adapted to his needs.

«

• ••
there is no substitute for down-to-earth, day-by-day teaching of
reading, based on

reasonable plan of providing tor lndividual
64
differences in aOhievement."
fl

The ohUa of low intelligence 1s not ready to read as Boon
as the one with normal intelligence and
he must of necessity pro,
eeed at a slower paoe atter he does begin.

In the regular class-

room situation, the slow learner is 11kely not to learn enough at
eaoh lesBon tor erfeotive bAndling of the next assignment.

ae

drops farther and farther beh1nd as time goes on 1n the developmental program.

If these handicaps are allowed to accumulate, he

beoomes a reading disability case.
Edwa.rd Dolch, on the other hand, takes a highly positive
stand. with regard to the relationship between reading and intelli
gence.

He states that nthe strongest single factor in the pupil'

success in reading is undoubtedlr his degree ot intelligence. t.

65

64

Betts, "Types of Reading Measures", P. 533.

65

Dolch, PSlchology and The Teaching of

Readi~.

PP. 139-140.

50
It is desirable, Dolch asserts, that the teaoher of reading know
as tully as possible the intelligenoe level of eaoh pupil.

She

will get a very good idea of the situation trom olassroom oontaots, but an intelligence test may make this impression more definite and aoourate •
. In summary, the implioations ot the evidenoe show that reading aohievement 1s related to intel11gence but that the possession
of less than normal intelligence need not be a oause of reading
disability.

There is enough evidenoe to support the cla1m that

dull children may beoome reading disabi11ty
oases, but they also
,
oan be taught to read up to the level ind10ated by their mental
oapacity.
Among all the factors which have been discussed as poss1ble
causes ot reading disab1l1ty, the group ot condit1ons that are
olassed as eduoational stand out as very 1mportant to the f1ve
author1ties.
Too otten disabi11ty oases are brousht about through faulty
66
learning or laok ot eduoat1onal adjustment.
As the oh1ld
66
E. A. Betts, t1parents and Teaohers 'Vs.nt to Know About
Read1ng". ~., 76 \ January , 1958), 290-294.
Witty f ·'Answers to Queat10ns About Reading", p. 12.
Gray, "Read1ng and Understanding II ,

PP.

148-159.

Bond and Tinker, PP. 113-119.
Doloh, Problems in Read!as. PP. 155-161.
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progresses up through the reading program, he tails to acquire the
-essential lea,rning or gets into diff1cul ty because ot faulty learn-

"• ••

ings.

effic1ent read1ng is a high-grade, mental aot1vity.

It requires a stimulating motive for reading, an alertness to
various kinds of meanings, relationsh1ps, and evaluations that are
pertinent, and the vigorous use 01' many mental prooesses - recall,
67
analysis, synthesis, evaluat10n, JUdgment."
To a great extent, prof1oient instruot10n in reading depends
upon the teacher.

As W. S. Gray says "Both systematic instruotion

in read1ng and less formal guidanoe in reading oontribute to max68
'
1mum growth in reading. tt
Whether reading or child development should be the ohiet concern of the sohool during the ea,rly grades 1s a oontroversial issue
disoussed speoifioally by Edward Doloh.

The emphasis was almost

entirely upon development ot reading skill to the detriment of individual needs.

Doloh ooncluded that he knew of no researoh to
69
solve the problem, as it was basioally one of philosophy.

67

lng,'1

W. S. Gray I "Reading as Experiencing, Thinking, and l.earnqalitornia Journal 2! Educat1oa, 27 (February 1959), 147.

68

, "What 1s the Evldence Concerning Read1ng?'·,

t:roSre-s-s"'{v-e-,""I!Ill/"lId~u-catlon,

69

Dolch,

~rob1ems

29 (January 1952), 107-110.

in Read1e5. PP. 12-14.
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Reoently, however, many eduoators have arrived at the view
that the chief concern of the school should 'be the 'haPpy·, w1de
development of each ch1ld's personality.

10

This argument is in

opposition to a developmental readtng program ih the primary gradee
for it contends that putting pressure on the ch1ldren to read sometimes produces persona11ty maladJustments t and destroys interest
1n learning to read.

with specific reading defic1enoy 08ses, this

point of v1ew may be well founded and valld.

However, for the

major1ty of ohildren, the author ot this paper would doubt its
vera.oity.

tlOne

ot the chief purposes

of bas10 reading instruotion

,

is to help the learner to develop an enduring, oontinuous 1nterest
11
in read1ng as a purposeful aot."
A solution to this issue might be the employment 01' individualized instruotion.

This method. as outlined by Gray, has the

following advantages:
a.

Wide provision for individual differenoes.

b.

Teachers are given more 01' a. chance to be on the alert to iden..
tity problems and ditf10ulties which the ch1ldren taoe.

c.

Good teaching provides wide opportunity for supplementary
practices adjusted to the varying needs 01' individuals.

tiont',

E. Pc,. Betts, "Three !1:ssenti81ti in BSBic Reedine: Instruc74 (May 1954), 576.

~.,

53

d.

It p:r'Ov1des differont types of assigned problems on each se-

lection, adjusted to tho varying levels of ability of the
pupils.
e.

There 113 e. gra&tor amoWlt of time for the teacher to a.ssist

eaoh child,
f.

This wide extension of supplementary reading organ1zed large-

lyon an individual basis uses personal motives and interests
as a. core.

72

A staunch advooate of this type of program, Paul i'/itty de-

olares that tlchildren fa literature

sho~d be

regarded not as an

IadJunct or supplement to basic instructional materials but instead
73
a.s the core of basal materials themselves,"
In disoussing types ot reading programs, Betta claims that
"60 to 95 per cent ot a sOMol'a population needs this type ot
~eaching 10 order to

lI.evel."

1 4

bring reading aohievement up to capacity

72

~n

W. B, Gray, "The Role ot Group and Individua.lized Teaohing
a Sound Reading Program lt • Ed, D\S-. 23 (Maroh 1958), 45-46.

13

Paul W1tty, "Individualized Reading - A Summary and Evalua."iontl, Ep.~m, En5" 36 (October 1959). 402.

74
E. A. Betts, "Faotors in Reading Disabilities ", ,ia., 72

May 1952), 627.
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Gray ofters a worthwhile opinion 1n summlng up th1s problem.
liThe evldenoe from researoh lndlcates that the real lssue ls not
whloh ot the two prooedures is the better, but rather what ls the
role ot eaoh ln contr1buting to more etfeotlve pupl1 development
in reading.'·

15

A seoond problem deallng w1th sohool adm1nlstre,tive polloies,
is the promotion polioy.

Essentlally, this refers to promoting

ohlldren malnly by age ra.ther than by achievement with no acoompanying adjustment in currlculum requirements.

IIEstimates ot

retardatlon range trom 5 to 40 per oe,nt of the school population
depending upon the criteria used, ooncepts ot retardation or
sohool polloies."

16

This promotional policy produces a wider and wider range in
reading~billty

in sucoessively hlgher grades, states Betts.

77

At

the same time, the ourrioulum requirements remain fairly fixed.
Thus, some of the material assigned to pupils in the upper grades
ls too dlffioult for their present reading ability.

It would see

15

Gray, "The Role of Group and Indlviduallzed Teaohing in a
Sound Reading .Program", p. 441.

16

Betts, "Faotors in Reading Disabillties", P. 624.

11
___ , tfThree Essentials 1n Bas1,o Reading Instruot1on", p.

577.
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then, that the child 1s belng forced to adjust to the curriculum
rather than adjusting the curriculum to the child.
Gray expresses the unanimouB opinion ot the tive authoritles:

"As a toundation stene in the road to better reading,

teachers and administrators must adjust the reading program to th
78
unique characterlstics and needs ot pup1ls."
Success in learn1ne to read depends largely upon the stage

ot all-around development wh1ch the child has achieved.

The

pattern ot growth involved embraces a complex of abilit1es, acquired 'behav1or, 8,nd informatlon.

In, general. the five author1-

t1es would agree that a chlld is ready to be taught to read by
any g1ven program when he has attained a certain stage ot mental
maturity, an adequate background of experience, and sat1sfaotory
personal and soclal adjustments.
i~S

early as 1931, Edward. Dolch explained that some aspects

of reeding readiness, such as 1ntelligence, come with maturation.
But many important factors are learned and therefore are open to
79
guidance.
To a large degree then, readlng read1ness can be and
should be taught 10 a program of instructlon that ls susceptible
to mod1fics,tien snd adjustment to d1fferences in 1nteI11gence.

78
'''. S. Gray, "Foundatlon stones 10 the Road to Better Readlng" , Elemental\Y School Journal. 51 (April 1951) t 434.

79

Dolch, PSlcho1ogz and The Teaching ot Reading, PP. 139-140.

--starting a chUd in a reading program before he has acqulred
the readiness which wlll assure success 10 classroom reading activities, acoounts for the large inoidence ot fallures 1n readlng
1aring

t~e

primary grades.

W. S. Gray states that a vig.orous program of readlng readlness 1s necessary both prior to 1nitial instruotion 1n reading and
at every successive stege of development.

80

Beginning in grade one and in every grade thereafter, reading
instruction can be effectlve for all puplls only when there is
satlsfactory adjustment to individual d1fferences.

To avold re-

dundancy. the consensus of the five authorities is expressed adequately by Guy Bonds

"Reading instruction, to be effective, must
81
proceed on an individual basiB.·1

It has been found that a vast majority of reading cases are
brought about through failure on the ch11d's part to acquire the
necessary learning, or throUgh faulty learnings as he progresses
through the reading

program.

A second faotor 1s ineffective

teaching.
In a discussion of the factors that may lead to 10effective
teaohing, diffioulty of materials is high on the list.

80

Gray t tfFoundatlon Stones in the Road to Better Readingu,

P. 435.
81

It this

Bond and Tinker, p. 32.
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condition is accompanied by a rigid curriculum, the results can
be disastrous.

·'Thel"'e is consIderable evIdence to sUbstantiate

the statement that regimented mass instruction is one of the
chief causee of reading difficulties."

82

Use of materials and methods that appear dull and unimpox'tant to the chlld constitutes another aspeot of ineffective teaching.

ChUdren want to understand what is read and der1ve knowl-

edge from the reading material.

Bond feels very strongly that

tIthe excessive use ot ill.... oonstructed and insipid experience
charts, the reading of dull and

anem~c

materIals made up ot almos

mean1ngless sentences in many primers, and isolated drill on word
pa.rts" can influence the chUd's rea.ction and attitude to the
readIng s1tuation.

83

E. A. Betts states that "Some instructional materials fall
84
far short of the objectives or reading instruction. tt
Develop1ng thIs point fUrther, Pau+ Witty conduoted a. study
among tee.ohers to determine the factors which reduced erficienc,i,"
of grade instruotion in reading.

82

Betts, tlAdJust1ng Instruot),on to IndIvIdual Needs", P. 261.

83
Bond and Tlnker, P. 116.
84
Betts, t'Factors in Reading DisabilitIes", P. 631.
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Prominent on the list ot possible causes were inadequate instructional materials and the un-natural and repetitious quality
85
of tirst grade materials.
Regarding the conditions essential to effective learning
through reading, Gray states that a rich, well-adjusted curriculum combined with an abundant supply ot appropriate reading mater86
isl is a must.
In a similar way, procedures which do not tie olass activ1tiee
in with ree,ding programs may lead to a reading disab1lity.

It

reading is taught as an isolated subject
that has nothing to do
,
with the schoolroom, children often see no reason for learning to
read.
Referring again to Gray's oonditlons essential tor efteetlve
learning, he maintains that the oo-ordlnated use ot reading with
87
other subjects will motivate the child to want to learn.
In other words, it the reading aotivit1es stem trom some ot
the important things the ohild is doing 1n olass, and 1f' many ot
the class activities stem trom the reading program the child oan
see

8,

reason for ree,ding and his interest 8.nd moti vatlonal level

will be 11igh.

85

Paul

Witty, !lAra Children Learning to Read?ti, Boh. and sgc.,

75 (May 10, 1952), 293-294.
86

tr~;SE

Reading As an Aid in Learning tl , Forty-Eie;h1::h
Yearbook, II (1949), 233-240.
W. S. Gray,

87

Ibid.
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Excessive emphe,ste upon isolated drill tends to kill interest
in read1ng end learnin.g to reed.
opinion regarding this point.

The five £?uthorities c.re of one

Betts describes isolated drill as

"uAeless t1 , GrEY end Dolch as en extremely poor technique, Witty
88
and Bond as unnecessary and undesirable.
Is the child oble to transfer whet he leB-rued in tt:.e drill
to actual reading and more important, does he see the I'eason for

the necessity for the drill.

Keeplng these

~uestlons

1n

~1nd,

however, while governing the employment
of the drill technique 1s
,
meant as an aid to the teaoher rather than an attempt to do away
witb sensible amount of drill.

Some children would never lee.rn

without some drill.
Further, eduoational factors which can contribute to reading
difficulty and are representative ot the f1ndings of the five

authorities are the following:
emphasis upon the basic reading skUls

n.

Inappr()prl~te

b.

Laok of an orderly, sequential reading program

88
Betts, "Faotors 1n Reading Disabilities tl " p. 631.
Gray, "Ree-ding and Understanding" t P. 15b.
E. W. Doloh, A Manual for Remedial Reading (Champaign 1945)
PP. 134-138.
.
Witty, "j,re Children Learning to Read?li, PP. 293-294.
Bond and Tinker, p. 117.
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o.

Overemphasis upon the mechanios of ree,.dine:, to the n6C1cot of
mean1ns:

d.

Overempha.sis upon phonetic nnalyois

a~~

a word"recognltlon

technique
e.

89

Unsatisfactory teacher-pup1l relationships.,

In summarizing the preoeding d,lscus.:;i;::m, it. uhould be evident
tiv', ~ edllcatlonal tactoro play un lrnportc::.,nt role 1n the causation
of

reed ing elisn hil i ty •

.Edward Dolch stresEes e.s moat importent the &dminit;tX'htlve
policies of 8chOGls ,-{hleh

preV~:.llt

eltp.ar

e.dJustm~nt

of

ln~tr'uc'"

tion to individual differencos or proper emphasis on refHJing read-

iness.
Guy Bond !:J.nd 'f.!illlam Gray mutually emphtsize inappropriate

instruction and 1nadequate instructional
porte.nt educe.tionBl

Cf~usen

m~teri&l

as the moat im-

of reading dlsE.bi11 t,y.

Emmett Betts conc urs with these o.,tJ1n1ons, s.s ceUS6to of read1r.g c'l1fftcl'1 ty, but places greatest E>tress

u~on

lnd1v1Cii.4al reeding

read1necs in order to promote the neceusC?ry lntE-rest in rel:ld1ng.

89

Witty. Reag.1ng and the Educative Process, PP.

~~32-234.
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Paul Witty's approach to this problem is contained appropriately in the following statement:
Particularly regrettable in the usual teaching routine
is the failure to conoeive reading as a thinking enterprise,
demanding the use of oreative intelligenoe in situations
inextrioably assooiat~e with the total oomplex development
of the growing ohild.
In the precedlng pages, the author has discussed and presented a critlcal evaluatlon of the research done by flve authorities
lnto the importance of multlple oausatlon involved in cases of
reading dlfficulty grouped under the followlng headlngs:
a.

Physioal deflcienoles

b.

Emotional factors

c.

Environmental faotors

d.

Intelleotual factors

e.

Eduoational faotors •.
The following ohapter will deal with the reoommendations of

.

these authorities as to treatment of oertain disabillties.

90

Witty, Reading and the Educative

Proces~,

P. 234.

-CHAPTER III
TREATMENT OF READING DIFFICULTIES
ACCORDING TO THE FIVE
AUTHORITIES
The remedial program must be designed to emphas1ze those
phases of reading growth that w1ll enable the problem reader to
grow rap1dly, and so11dly.

The program des1gned tor each chlld

must be based on a dlagnosis of hls

l~structlonal

Betts states that tlve to forty per

c~nt

needs.

of all chlldren who

are retarded readers belong ln a correctlve reading program.

These

cases include chlldren who have slgnlficantly hlgher capaclty
levels than achlevement levels or slgniflcantly hlgher verbal
abl1lty or language faclllty than conceptual background or ch1ldren
wlth speclflc deflclencies.

1

Regarding the remedlal readlng program, Betts estlmates that
less than one per cent of all reading dlsabl1ltles are remedlal
readlng problems.

He oautlons all teachers who would cle,selty

a chlld as a dlsabled reader.

tlThere ls a vast dlfferenoe in

treatment between the mlld correctlve readlng case and the extreme

1

E. A. Betts, IlFactors in Readlng Dlsabl1ltles tl , is•• 72

(May 1952). 627-628.
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2

remedial reading oase."

63
It is h1ghly impraotioal to start a re-

medial program until the nature of' the retardation and the subsequent instruction needed by the disabled reader has been established •
After the diagnosis has been made to determ1ne the kind of
1nstruotion that 1s needed, 1t is ax10mat1c that the remedial
program should be oarefully planned.

"The d1agnostio study may

be oursory and 1noomplete or it may be extens1ve and thorough. tl

3

Whiohever method 1s ohosen, however, it must ind1cate the nature
of the d1sab1l1ty and the type ot exero1se recommended to oorreet
the diff1oulty.
Once e plan for remedial work has been outlined, it should
be followed as olosely as possible.

However, 1t should, ot

neoessity, be modified from t1me to t1me as the ohild progresses
4

in reading.

From investigating the researoh ot the five authori-

ties regarding the flexibility ot the remedial program, the author
2

Ibid.
3
~es8

.Paul t'itty and Dav1d Kopel, &eading and the Educat1ve Pro(Boston 1939), P. 235.

4

Ibid., PP. 267-293.
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suggests that proErs,we of remediation be as fiexible as possible
in order to meet the new reading needs of the ohil.

"There 1s

no one method that should be used exolusively and rigidly in the
remedlal reading program,"

5

If a remedial program ls based upon a sound diagnosis of a
ohild's readlng disability, there are many ways to develop eaoh
of the deficient skills and abl1ities.

"Contrasting methods oan
6
do much to secure growth 1n different aspects ot reading."

Guy Bond DnZoeE!ta two souroes of help desoribing teachlng
teclmiques whioh are available to

th~

teaoher:

a.

2rofos8ionel books on remedlal instruction 10 read10g

b.

Teacherts Manuals and workbooks aooompanying basal reading
7
programs.

5

Paul Vii tty, "Answers to ~uestlons About Read ing It , Nat. Par.
Teaoh., 50 (September 1955), 11.

6

w.

S. Gray, "Phoni0 Versus Other Methods of Teaching ReadinStl, &d. D\S.. 21 (Mal'Ch 1956), 10.

7

Guy L. Bond and Ml1ef' A. Tinker, Read,ins Di:rricultle~;
kha1r D1a590618 and Qorreotlon (New yo~ i957j. P. ?oS.
E
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Bond cautions the teacher. however, in

attamp~lng

a variety ot teach1ng methods und teclmlques.

to use

Care must be taken

that the teaohing appr-ohches do not confuse the child.

HThe

direction g1ven him should be simple and the teaching. techniques
8
should not be changed too otten."

The major d1tferenoe between remed1al instruction and ordinary ola.ssroom inldtl"i.lot,lon is the degree of
involved.

Indlvld'1~l11za.tion

,jThe principle that remedial instruction should be

specific and not general means that the teacher should emphas1ze
those phases ot reading development tpat will correct the ch1ld's
limitation.

!t does not mean that Just one type ot exercise

should be employed nor does 1t mean that a specific skill or
9
ability should be isolated and rece1ve drill." As has been mentioned before, isolated drill on a apecitic skill is virtually
meaningless 1n the normal classroom situation.

It would be doubly

useless 1n the case of the reading disabIlIty.
In considering either ordinary reading instruction or remed-

ial teaching, the programs demand eftic1ent, well organized plans.

8
Ib&d •• PP. 208-209.
9

E. vi. Dolc1;t Ii Manual for Remedial Readins (Champaign
1945); PP. l47-llttS.
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£)uch orge.nlzc.t1on is

neCE:tHuiry

i1" there are to be no omissions

in developing the o8sent1al skills. little chance for overemphasis of

(i

8.,i;,J'301f1c t·:Jchnique, end proper introduction to

new r.k111a as the pupil has the necesser,y pre-requisites for

10

laarning them.
One ;-eason why the d1sltbled reader 1s in dlfficul ty 1s bec~use

he doE's no t

EeoC! reader.

ll.:.1.d~rB tand

'l~'hen

the pl"Ocesses l."1vol 'led in being a

children are frustrated by 1nebUity to use

their textbooks properly. the classroom can beoome an inescapable
chamber e>t hoI"'t'Ors. tI

11

It ls the Job?t the teaoher t,htJn tQ t,ake

the necessary steps to bring meaning to the readinE situation.
It 1s the opinion of
shown

hoi-I

~.

w.

~oloh

that the child should be

to go about h1s readmg and how muoh use he can make

of eaoh added reading acoomplishment.
olasses must realize

wlJal

"The ohild 1n reuledlal

he has to learn, ho"\f he haa to learn

it. and be w&l11as to learn it.

He must put getting the meaning

to one aide and pay attention to how he gets the meaning.
12
wise, he w1l1 not remedy h1s poor reading ability. ff

10

11

The remedi

Ibid., PP. 329-330.

E. A. Betts, "Reading 8.nd the }i'ourth RIt. Elem,

(Jan. 1958), 24.

12

Other-

Ens., 35

E. \'1. Doloh, "Teaoher Purposes Versus .i.'upils Purposes 1n
Reading", Elem, Soh, Jour., 52 (January 1952), 283.
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teacher wlll find that maklng t.he prooesses of reading

mea.nL.l~fnl

to the learner helps to solve hls reading confusions.
Most teachers will agree that the dlsabled reader trequently
teels inseoure and defeated in sohool.

13

Any remedial program de-

slgned to treat. reading problems must make the chUd feel his
successes from the start and take int.o account the child's sense

ot "prlde in real accomplishment."

14

Dolch, in establlshing flve st.eps in remedial readlng, st.at.ed
that. the first. consideration should be gaining the chUd's confidence.

This can be done by

stresBing~the

fact that the child is

still a contributing member of the cla.ss and that remedial reading
15
is an educatlonal opportunity to be entered voluntarily.
Further steps in establishing confidence and glving the child
needed encouragement are the following:
a.

The teacher must be an energetic, enthusiastic, 8.nd optimistiC
person.

13

_ _ _ , A Manual for Remedial Readinsl. PP. 3-12;

14

......-,:::"""'_. "What Next in the Teaching of Readingf "7 S ••

18 (May i95S), 528.

15
____ , A Manual for Remedlal Readlng, p,P. 387-389.
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She must make the chlld sense her confldence in hlm.

This c

be done by showing the pupll that she knows he can learn to
read.
b.

16

The teacher must start the ohi1d in materlal that ls somewhat
easy for him so that hls suooessful performanoe wl1l be lmmedlately recognlzed.

As he gains confldence 1n hlmaelt and hl

ab1l1ty, the dlffloulty of the readlng sltuatlon can be Increased.
c.

The teacher must organlze the program of instructlon to demonstrate to the child that he is
of better readlng,

~rogress1ng

toward hls goal

Paul W1tty states that tlresding lmprove-

ment programs for elementar.y cb1ldren should be organlzed to
show the ch1ld lnd1cations of deslrable changes in his pattern ot reading. It

17

The most lmportant problems the remedlal teaoher has to deal
wlth are the seleotion ot appropriate materlals and the employmen

16

Paul Witty, "Reading As
RaSE Yearbook, II (1949), 235.

17
Growth

An

Ald in Learning", FortI Elghth

, ttProb1ema ln Improvement and Measurement ot
Dlg,. 19 (November 1953), 43.

l'1ii~Ri"""'aa-l-ngtl. Ed,
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of sound teaohing procedures. One is dependent upon the other.
In d1scussing the mater1als appropriate tor the oh11d's
reading abi11ty and instruotional needs, Emmett Betts and Paul
~1tty

teel that the most important element in the problem 1s that

the mater1al deal with a subject in whioh the oh1ld is interested.
'tInterest has special signitioance 1n the remedial endeavor.
It fosters the suooessful accomplishment and mastery ot needed
18
_kUls. tI
GUy

Bond and Edward Dolch teel that the level ot d1tfioul ty

)f the material is of greater importanpe.

The difticulty level

should enable the ohild to read comfortably, and with enjoyment.
It is the teacher's Job to pick out materials at the level to suit
~he

In making this Judgment, she should look at the number

child.

pi unusual words it contains, the length ot its sentenoes, the num:>er ot prepositional phrases, the number of unusual word orders,
19
~he oomplex1ty ot the ideas it includes.
William Gray believes that having the type ot material that is
with the nature ot the remedial instruotion 1s of

~ompatible

18

Paul

~ffeotive

\;itty~

Reading I,

IIIntereat, Effort and Sucoess:
Ed., 79 (Apr1l 1959), 481.

19
Bond and T1nker, PP. 222-224.

Bases tor
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paramount importance.

The type of material that is suitable for

one kind of disability is not necessar1ly suitable for another.
He states that tlthere is a demand for appropriate reading materlals, adapted to the needs and reading abillty of each ch1ld
ta.ught. t1

20

In the author's opinion. al.l three factors should be considered 1n selecttng material for remedial work, and all three are of
equal importance in their own right"
There is one further consideration, howevar, that the five
authorities agree upon.
~s

Betts

.xpress~s

it appropriately:

"There

a need tor a wide variety of reading materials to meet the tn-

verests at every level of ditficul ty" tt

21

In summarlzing the preoeed1ng disoussion of the basic pr1n-

piples 01' remedlal instructlon according to the flve authoritles,
~t

must be remembered t.hat unanimous agreement about suoh an ex-

~ensively
~ver,

How-

there is enough consensus to permlt the author to formulate

20

~.

complex subject as this is virtually impossible.

W" S. Gray, ttCUrrent Readlng Problems:
Dig., 21 (December 1955), 30.

2l

a World View",

E. A. Betts, If Parents and Teachers want to Know About
!S.., 18 \Janue.ry 1958), 29.

~eadlngft,

n
a list of principles underlying the treatment of disabled
a.

readere~

Treatment in the remedial program must be based on an understanding of lndividual instruct10nal needs.

b.

Remedial 1nstruotion must be well organized and made meaningfUl to the learner.

c.

Remedial 1nstruot10n must restore the child's conf1dence and
demonstrate hie increasing improvement.

d.

Materials must be appropriate to the child's reading level,
1nstruct1onal needs, and lnterests.

e.

Sound teaching procedures must be, UBed.

If 1t were poss1ble, 1n the following pages, to d1scuss Ll
the1r entirety the

t~aohlns

prooedures and methods of treatment

tor the d1ffioulties introduoed in ohapter two, more volumes than

the present one would be necessary.

However, it 1s possible to

summar1ze the research of the f1veauthor1t1es with respect to

their treatrnent of those disab1lit1es most frequently enoountered
in the intermediate grades.
These d1ff1cult1es are classed under the following headings:
a.

Development of basic comprehension abilities

b.

Correction of word-reoognit1on d1ff1oulties

o.

Treatment of or1entat1ona1 difficulties

d.

Overcoming specific reading defects

e.

Improvement of the rate of comprehension.

72

To read means to read with understanding.

To accomplish this

there must be comprehension ot words, thought units. sentences,
paragraphs, and longer un1te.

Instruction for developing com-

prehension involves coordinatlon of all these units into an tntegrated sequentlal problem.
Word meanings and the concepts tied 1n with these me&nlngs
are aoquired in a variety of ways.

A. child must be able to reoog-

nize or identity a word before he can sense 1ts meaning.

Although

the development ot word recog..ni tion end ot word meaningn are dls-

oussed separately in this paper, it mqnt be kept 1n mind that the,.
are ts.ught co-ordinatel:! in the regular· 1nstruot1onr3.l :program.
E. A. Betts statGe ths.t eomprebenaion problema arise for

tive reaaons:
a.

'\'I1'hen the learner dosen't have the necessary personal expertent'9

\11 th

",bleh to mr.ke ooncepts

,:::.;'!hen he beoomes involved with langua.ge

o.

When he doesn't know how to think

d.

~nen

he doesn't know how to usa different

clues in order to get at the meaning
e.

~rhen

or

typ~s

of context

the term

he doesn It know how to shift gears from skimming to rapid

reading to study-type

22
read1ng~

22
E. A. Betts, "Three Essentials in Baslc Reading Instruotion" , Ed •• 74 (May 1954). 580.

7}
Agreeing ,,,lth these reasons 1s

'·i. 5.

Gre"Y',

who

c1e1ms that

tIthe extent to which a reader associates meanings w1th words or
phrases In reading depends on the variety and richness of related
experiences in his
h~t

mind.~

23

can we do then to promote better comprehension ab1litles

in these d1sabled readers?

The meeninc ot a new word can frequently be derivedtrom the
24
context 1n \~hich it ocours.
To do this. the child will nead to
oomprehend the rest of the >fOrds 1n the sentence or pssDaee-

Many

children with reading d1sabUltl·as malte
11 ttle or no use ot con,
text 1n trying to discover the meanings of strange words.

.s:uch

ohildren should bs g1ven praotice in "guessing" the meaning of un~nown words as thay

::>onur 11''1 oontaxt.

25

He should be taught to read

the rest of' the sentence or passage and then look baok and try to
Ideoide wbat the unknOWl1. word mIght mean.
or G storJ,

~thGr 6Gnt~nces

may

nm~11fy

If a sentence Is part.
and olarlfy the meaning.

23

lug",

W. S. Gray, "Reading as Exper1encing, Think1ng. and Leam~• .2!
27 (February 1959) t 139.

m..

eMir.
24

,rua.••

25

P. 141.

Bond and Tinker. P.

24~.
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Although. some guesses may be wrong, such training usually brings
considerable skUl in deriving meaning from oontext.
Another difficulty which disabled readers have is in choosing the correct meaning ot a word that has several mean1ngs.

In

th1s case, the correct meaning is sensed only in terms ot the oontext.

Many

and varied examples of exercises to train pupils in

use of oontext clues as aids to working out word meanings are
given in workbooks.

26

The extension end enriohment of word meanings are aided by
wide reading of 1nteresting and easy ,aterials.

It is the con-

sensus of the five authorities that "not more than one unfamiliar
word should appear 1n 100 to 200 running words. tt

27

The use of old

words in a variety of contexts broadens and olarifies their meanings.

The more important new words will be met sufficiently often

to acquire more and more meaning.

It is unrealistic to expect

that a clear meaning for every new word encountered will be learned right away.

But, this does not mean that unfamiliar words

should be ignored.

It is espeoially important that the reader

should pay partioular attention to whatever unfamiliar words he
meets 1n

26
27

conte~t.

Gradually, many of these words will become

d;bid., P. 244.
Witty, Readins and the Educative Process,p. 123.

75

commonplace and meaningful.
Both Betts and Gray stress the fact that motivat1on is mainta.ined by guidine the children to material \'ihich catches their
interest and is pitched at just the oorreet level of difficulty
so that the context will yield a maximum amount of intelligible
clues to the meaning of any new words.

28

E. W. Dolch haa done extensive research in the use of oon-

His suggestions are particular,
29
conoise and easy to put into action.
text 1n developing word meaning.

For instance,

8,

word may be

defi~ed

in a sentence, it may

be recognized as a synonym, or it may sum up the particulars of
a situation.

Sometimes a meaning clue may come from familiar

idioms and sayings, or it may come from the mood or feeling that
1s reflected in the context.
It is common practioe to explain the meanings ot new words
to

(l,

child by using worCls already known.

1n the context of printed material.
gtvlng word meanings with words only.

Th1s happens espeoially

Dolch outlines five ways of
They are:

a. Synonyms or word substitutions

28
Gray, 'tReading as Experiencing, Thinking, and Learning tl ,
PP. 141-143.
E. A. Betts, t'Readlng Is Thinking", ~. DiSi. 24 (May 1959),
47-49.,

29

E. W. Dolch, PSIchology and The Teaching of Reading
(Champa,ign 1951), Ch. 9.

16
b.

Classifioation

c.

Po1nting out d1fferenoe

d.

Pointing out similarities

e.

Many associations.

30

The t1fth method plaoes stress upon enr10hing the meaning ot
a word by presenting to the ohild anything that oan be told about
the word, anything he can read about 1 t plus any other assoolatlons that oan be bu1lt up through reterenoe to dlrect and vi ....
oarious experiences.
It must be emphasized at this point
in the disoussion that
,
the aoquisition ot verbal meantDg alone 1s not enough.

In any

program tor developing word meanings through reading, the goal.
should be to go beyond mere verbal .e&ning.

"The acceptance at

word manipulation rather than thinking about ideas 1s called

verbalism and verbalism can become a mallgnant disease in educe.-

,1
tlon ...

As pointed out by Dolch, one way to avo1d verbalism 1s to
appeal to realist10ally oonce1ved imagination.

'2 It a ch1ld can

30

~ •• PP. 182-183.

'1

Betts, ttRead1ng Is 'I'h1nking", P. 49.

,2

Do10h, .. Manual tor Remedial Read1ns. PP. 106-107.

11
be aided 1n exerciaing his imagination to extend his verbal
understandings ot words to concrete pictures instead ot being
sa tisfied with a synonym, he wUl try to recall some ot the dirth
of sensory impressions, emotional reactions, ideas, and events
suggested by each word.
Another approach ls to ask the ohUd to tell anything a word,
a phrase, or a symbolic expression makes him think ot.

SkUl 1n

getting a ohUd to extend meanings from mere words to reality
through using his imagination may develop slowly in some chlldren,
but once a child gets the knack ot

do~g

this, the reading program

will have contributed some to word oomprehension.
In the present discusslon, the author wishes to present the

general. viewpoint ot the

tlve authorities as to workable gteRB

which can be taken to implement the teaching ot word meaning.
First, word study shOuld deal with new words met in oontext.
Second, these words should be used in discussion and in oral
and written reports.
Third, the child should read a oonsiderable body of material
in which the word oocurs frequently.
For the remedial teacher, a fourth step is essential.

She

should introduce activities which involve the application ot meanings of the words to suoh ooncrete situations as demonstration and
use of equipment, giving t1tles to pictures or drawings, and the
writing ot letters.
As has been mentioned before, direct, systematic, well-organ-

78
i zed drUl on words has valu.e 1n developing word meanings when

this drill is on words in oontext.

The teacher will find it pro-

fitable to devote some study to the meanings suggested b1 common
prefixes, suffixes, and word roots, and to synonyms and antonyms.

3

In addit10n to idantifytng the root word and preftx or suffix
with their

me~,n1ngs.

the possibility of making other words b1

e.dd1ng other prefixes or suffixes ma1 be used.

The meanings ot

the more common word root.s, prefixes and suffixes may be worked
out in this manner.

It

must be remembered, however, that tIthe

instruotion in the use of structural.

~ids

to meaning should a.c-

company and be co-ordinated w1th use ot structural aids to word
recogn1 tion in the reading program. fI
A tinal

34

aid in deTelop1ne; word meanings as suggested by Dolch

Bond. and Gray. 1s the proper use ot a good dictionary It

This

technique not only improves skUl 1n the use ot the dlctlonar;y

tor acquiring word meanings, but it provides "further training in

3:;
E. YI. Dolch, flRecognition ot Long words", Ed., 75 (Ma,.
1955), 604-608.

34

Paul Witty, Read\ng in Modem Education (Boston 1959),

P. 148.

19
deriving meaning from context clues and 1n making dltterent mean10gs tor the same word. tt

35

In addition to knowing the meaning ot words, there are many
other skills needed tor satisfactorily understanding sentenaes.
These include the grasping ot relations between words and groups
of words, reading by thought units, proper interpreting ot punctuation, comprehending figures ot speech and symbolic expressions.
Retarded readers tend to be deficient in one or several of these

GkUls.
Remedial methods for the chUd whp is dlsabled 10 reading

thought units muat be based on the premise that ultimately he will
he,ve to learn to recognlze meaningful groups of words as he sUently reads oonseout1ve printed matter.

36

t'Comprehension becomes a

Imajor problem in the middle grades with the assigned sUent reading ot school.»

37

He wUl be reading sentences. not taole.ted

thought unlts.
Tl"...a :remedial \iork BlUst teach the chUd to raplcUy recognize

Ithought units of several words and also to spot them in the sentences he reads.

35

This must be done 1n contextual settings or the

E. W. Dolch,"Recognltlon

504-608.

36

at Long Words l •• !5l., 75

(May 1955).

E. W. Dolch, tlCoDlPrehenslon 1n Reading'·, Ed.,76 (Mar 1956).

37

-

Ibid.
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1'hrast~s

learned in isolation al't..ouJ.d be immodiD..tely ree,d in com-

'vI 1 tty offal's a list of exercises for developing experience

in read1ng by thought units:
a.

Titles for stories and pictures may be written on the blackboard and their au1 tabU 1 ty d1scussed.

Then pupUs

a.sked to sugges t other phrases that ,-{ould

m~,ke

mf~y

be

equally &ppro ....

prlato titles.
b.

Ti]8

class may be directed to locate 1n their books

certain

phrases which are \1'rltten on the plackboaro, &nd they may be

aaked to find other phrases that answer questions.
c.

I hrasea that have an unusual or perha.ps colloquial connotation
1

ma.y be written on the blackbot:.rd and their meaning d1soussed.
Those phrases may be used 1n sentences and substitute express10ns may be found for them.

d.

A column of phrases may be written on the blackboard oppos1te
the sentences 1n which thay appear and the children may be
asked to find the same phrases in the sentences and underline
them.

e.

.

Another exercise, slm11ar to number tour, may be dev1sed tn
wh1ch the phrases 1n the column are arranged 1n m1xed order.
The children should be asked to draw a line from each sentence
to the phrase whioh 1t contains.

f.

Phrases may be wr1tten in one column on the blaokboard and

words or other phrases that mean the same 1n another column.

81
Chlldren TJJr:,y be f).sked to draw lines conneoting two items that

have
g.

th~

seme meaning.

Pupils me.J be &.sked to locate in their books, sentenoes that
38
contLin s1ve~ 1>bresee,.
li'l'e quen tly t rets.rded reE-dern are a1 so unable to understand

the meaning of a

.paregl~.s.phfi

~;lth

Buoh chl1dren the tendenoy is to

oonsider such sentence eo a separate unit unrelated to other sentanees 1n tho pa.ragraph.

understw1.d
connect/ad

\'iOl:>d~3,
materl,}~

It 1/3 possible tor e. ehUd to read and

t,hought. unite, and yet not oomprehend tully the

in a pa.ragraph.

To develop skill in finding the topioal sentence whioh pre-

sents the key ideu in a paragraph, the child 1s given llluatrationl
and

expl~tion8.

the topioal

l'Iext. the child is asked to find and underline

Gantance~

1n new paraeraphs.

In addition. the pupil

ar.tOuld be 'r;.i:"ught how the other sentences in the paragraph develop

the idea presented 1n the topical sentence.

One technique for

doing this is to number the sentenoes 1n a paragraph.

Then

tbro~

questions and discussion. br1ng out the role ot each sentenoe 1n
relation to the others.
W. B. Gray, Guy Bond, and E. A. Betts have done research on
£

maJcr scale into the remedies for diffioulties in paragraph

38

\~itty,

Reaqins in Modern ¥ycation. PP. 151-152.
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thg author r'af':3r:; the reader to Table One 1n the Appendix.
81\:!.11 in 'iiord recognit.iQu 1s a tunda.melltal p8.rt of the tIlqu1p-

mS';:lt of a

o&J.!::".bL~

render at e:n:y grade level.

As the chUd approa-

ches the int0I'medic.ta grades, the materials a.."ld mothods used 1n
tenchlng him eradually c:.emand more flnd more 1Ddopendent word

'l'he child who has tailed. to estab11s:. . effuct1YG meaus

cogn1tion.

of identifying and recognizlng words for h1s leval
m~nt.

1'3-

ot advanoe-

\,1111 be filindlcapped in all aspeots of reading.
~ord

study, as conoeived by E.

of outcomes.

39

teaohing the

Th~

W~

Dolch, involves two types

first 1s "expnnding 1118an1ng vocabulary

wo~J-recosn1t10n

teohniques

80

and

that meaning will

aocompany the identification at tla symbols. tI ana. the second is
lIthe development of a sot of nexll::.1a skills and knowledge that

will enable the child to

reco~~lze

words he already knows and

identity new words with epeed and understa.nding. Ii

ltD

Each of the five authorities places great emphasis upon the
oorrect aoquisition 01' word-reaognition techniques.

Their methods

for handl1ng the difficult1es may ditfer, but the fundamental principles underlying their var10us msthods are very similar.

39

Doloh, FaYObol0sY and The

40
~••

P. 33.

Tea~h1ng

of Readin6t PP. 31-33.

a3
In

general, they state that instruction 10 word recognitlon

should be designed to enable the child to do three interrelated
tasks.

First, he DlUst be able to recognlze known words rapidly

'Ill th a min1mum of analys1s.

Seoond, he should be skilled in re-

cogn1zing part1ally known words with little analye1s.

Third, he

must develop a flex1ble set of Skills that w111 enable h1m to work
out the reoogni tion of new words 1ndependently.
E. A. Betts, in partioular, bas done a grea.t amount ot work
in the area of word recogn1tion.

He proposes that the necessary

skills and knowledges involved 10 this, sk1ll be classif1ed into
the following six learnings:
a.

Assoo1ating the appropr1ate meanings with the printed symbols

b.

Using oontext olues and other meaning aids to antlclpate the
words to be recognized and then ohecking the accuraoy of the
reoognltlons

c.

Becoming flexlble and efflclent in vlsually analyzing the
words into useable recognltion elements

d.

Developing knowledges of visual, struotural, and phonetic
elements, knowledge of consonant and varied sounds, prefixes
and suffixes, etc.

~.

Learning skUl 1n aud1tory blending and v1sually synthesizing
word parts to rapidly pronounce or recognize the word as a whol ~

84
f.

Forming the hablt of using the more analytical and the pro-

41

nunclatlon techniques when needed.

Ch1ldren who have d1ff1oulty assoc1ating the appropriate
meaning wlth the printed symbol, should make use of the basic
oomprehension skills disoussed prevlously.

In addition, 10 all

word-recognl tlon exercises, the meanings of the words should be
42
kept 10 the forefront.
There are methods closely related to the reading act which
will help the ch1ld to develop the habit and the ability ot
assooiating meanings with the word

s1~bols.

These inolude draw-

lng Ulustrations for a story being read and retelling the story
ln his own words.

4,

In addit10n to emphasis on word meanings in all readlng ooaprehens10n situatlons, the child must at all t1mes develop his
word-reoognit1on techniques in meanlngful settings, if he 1s to
be encouraged to assoo1ate preclse ideas with the pr\nted symbols.

41

E. A. Betts, Foundat1ons of Readlng Instruct10n (New York

1954). P. 581.

42

~ •• P.

43

583_

Doloh, A Manual for Remedial Read1nS. PP. 183-184.
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The ch1ld who 1s limited in this ability may also profit from exercises that develop sensory impressions, precise meanings, and
extension of mean1ng.
Plus these exercises, extensive reading coupled w1th the
hab1t of noticing expressive use of words w11l a1d in encouraging
the ch1ld to associate meaning with printed symbols.

44

The importance of torming the habit of rapidly recognizing
known strongly.

The ch1ld who taUs to build a large sight vocab-

ule,ry will be seriously handioapped in identifying new words.
1imit-stlon comes about in two ways.

This

F,.rst. the chl1d w111 be un-

able to use context cl'les effectively because the vocabular.r 108,d

ot unknown words will be too great.

Second, he will be inetticient

in the more mature methods ot word study.
tlRemedial training for increasing the sight vocabulary of a
disabl.ed reader is best done by using a basal reader at a l.e1'el of
aifticult1 that 1s somewhat easy for the child. tl sa.ys GU3' Bond.

45

Sight vocabulary can be bull t in three steps contends E. W.
Po1eh.
!l.

Some primary grade level book must be used.

44

Betts, Foupdations ot Reading

45

Bond and Tinker, PP. 271-272.

Instruct1o~

P. 596.

86
Oral read1ng 1s essential.

Reread to speed up word recogn1tion.
A~l

46

f'tva authorities agree that the ohUd should be started

in materie,l that 1s easy tor him to handle.

However, Betts.

offers Gxtramely expl10it suggestions for exercises to enoourage
Eaoh mekea use ot the

the he,bi t of read lng words at a glance.
basic vocabulary that is being

a.

deve~oped.

They are:

Exercises in wh1ch the word is so much expeoted that reoogni-

tion will be rapid
b.

Exercises 10 which a child finds the
correot word 1n a list
,

on the
c.

bla~kboa~

as the teacher gives the clue

41

Varlous word games and their mean1ngsQ

Wlth th1s third suggest1on, the reader is referred to

,05% and

~he

:reagh&ne; ot

Rep"dln~ by E.

?sY9h~

W'. Dolch, pages nine

through thirteen.
Meaning olues are among the most 1mportant .aide to word re-

cognit1on.

They enable the reader to antio1pate new or untamU1ar

words betore he aotually sees them.

Uo matter what other alds to

recogn1tion are used, the proficient reader always uses some form
of meaning clue to aid them, 11' there i8 one given, as there almost always 1a 1n ordlna.ry prose.

46

Dolch, A Manual tor Remed1al

41

Betta, Foundat1onaof Read1ng

Readin~,

PP. 232-233.

Inst:ruJ)_~_~~_~

PP. 584-585.
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l>1eEm1ng clues

~re

of two typec.

The f1rst expeottmcy

011.168

which enable the matul"o reader to cnt1eipe.ta the wo:t'ds and concopts tha.t he is likely toenoounter when rea.ding a.bout a. gtvf}n
topic and the seoond type 1s the context clue in whioh H word or
phrase 16 so completely anticipatod from the mesn.lng of th.e sentence or pEtre.graph that the slight-eot glance is all that is noed48
ad to confirm that it 1s the expected word or phrase.

'rhe remedIal work for

'ffeak....'1.0Sa

in the use of' expoctancy clues

would be. for the most part, to plaoe greater emphasis on the
read1ness devel"pment which precedes f,he read1n3 of e topic end
49
.
eaoh selection within the top1c.
"The ch11d who 1s weak in
using expectancy olues needs more attent10n given to the introduction if un! ta and select10ns J mere picture study pl"'lor to

reading, more opportunity for vocabulary d.evelopment on

ticltiar tOo":':'''

fl.

par-

selection to be read, and more oeref'ul plennins
50
of the outcomes expected,l<
01'

The chUd who has l'li.1led to develop ability 1n using oon-

text olues as an aid to

l/Ord

roco&-'11 tion 1s indeGd 11'1 (11rr1cul ty.

48

Paul A. Wit.ty, "Improvement of Reading AbUlty tt, Flftz;fIfth NESE Xearbook. 2 (1956), 251-273.

49

Betts, Foundations or ,Reading instryctloll, PP. 601- 608.

50

Ibid., P. 603.
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IITh1s abUity is one ot the most 1mportant, it not the most im....
portent, means of word recognition. tt

51

l·t 1s a rapid techn1que

wh1ch enables the reader to ident1ty a word immediately.
Remed1al training should be based upon having the chUd read
materials tha.t are of such a level ot diff1cul t7 that he encount52
ers about one new word 10 every forty running words. Dolch contends that the pupU should be reading for purposes that demand
thorough understanding of the content.

In the more severe cases

ot th1s type, a separate and immed1ate purpose for each paragraph
or sentence should be stated.

53

Paul W1tty concurs b.1 adding that "th1s w11l emphasize reading tor meaning and will enable the chUd to recogn1ze known words
at a glance and use context clues as an aid to other teohniques
in the 1dentification of unfam1liar wOrds.

51

54

W. S. Gray, The Teach!n5 ot Read1ns and Writins (Chicago

1956), P. 65.

52

Dolch, £sycholo& and the Teaching of

53

~••

52.

PP. 60-61

54

Ttlitty,

R~adtng. PI

t1

Answers to Quest10ns About Reading tf , P. 12.

In addition to the above suggestions, the following more in-

formal exercises will encoura.ge the child to use context clues:
a..

Exercises in which the meaning of the sentence indicates the
word to be recognized

b.

Exeroise~

in which context plus inltial elements are used as

alds to word recogn1tion
o.

Riddles 10 which the context gives the aaswer.
Itlthe set of skUls needed to reinforce the meaning olues in

word recognition can be grouped under three types of learnmg:

a.

Flexible visus.l analysis of words

b.

ltnowledge of word parte

c.

Fluent synthesis of word

55

parts"~

The most effective remed1al measures for the chUd who 1s
disabled in the v1sual analysis of words are similar to those use
by the teacher when she ls develop1ng this abillty in the first
place.

56

The materials used for such training should be rather

diffioult so that the chUd will be forced to analyze words
visually.

Help in finding parts of compound words or 10 locating

root words in affixed words is excellent experience in visual
analys1s. states E. A. Betts.

51

55

Bond and Tinker. P. 260.

56

Dolch. A li!9ual for Remedial Readlns. PP. 169-110.

51

Betts, Foqp4ations of Reading Instruction. p. 619.
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Experienoe 1n syllabifying words seems also to be effectIve.
Dolch suggests fIrst using known l'lorda and then hav1ns the chUd
58
locate simIlar elements in unknown words.
For the ohUd who 1s deficIent in the knowledge of word

parts. the following suggestions seem to be in order:
a.

PointIng out the simUarity between a new word and other word
the chUd knows orally on the blaokboard

b.

Exeroises to teaoh inItial coneonant sounds

c.

Exercises to teach 1nItlal blend sounds

d.

Exeroises to teaoh vowel sounds

e.

Exeroises to teach hard and 80tt consonant sounds

t.

ExercIses to teaoh variant endtnge

g.

59
Exeroises to teaoh common word elementst

~

There are a.lso oertain drill devices that are used to inorease the disabled ohild's knowledge of word parts:
wheels

B.

\'lord

b.

'fiord slips

c.

Word taohistoscopes;
The remedial work that should be given to a ohild who is

poor in the visual synthesis at words 1s to have him reoognize

58
59

Doloh, A Manual tor RemedI!t Read1ns, P. 115.

Ibid., PP. 158-159.
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worde presented to him by rap1d-exposure t.echniques.
\-vords oorrectly

~ma~yzed

/-, slip of

into syll.ab1et\ could be ple,ced in the

taohistoscope and the child could tell some fact about each word.
The over-ana.lytloal reader results from too ea.rly an intro-

duction of

deta~led

oral-phonet10 instruction in word reoo611i tion

or t'rom too much emphasis placed on the establishment ot' word recognition teohniques.
The remedial treatment tor ohUdren who tend to analyze
words that e.re already known as sight words. is to give more
training with the types of exercises ,that were disoussed previously for increasing sight vocabulary, associating words with
meanings, and using context clues effeotively.

Fls,sh techniques,

such as employing the tschlatoscope as descr1bed before, are
helpful.

Rapid exposure of word ca.rds is useful in overcoming

the tendency to analyze words that are well known.

60

The over-enalytlcal reader who breaks words up into too
many parts is corrected by emphasizing structural analysis and

knowledge of the larger elements.
1s desirable.

Stress on sounding each letter

Noting root words. prefixes, suffixes, and variant

endings will aid the ohUd to establish the habl t of analyzing
words into larger elements.
1'1iord reoognitlon is a diffioult and complex learning.

It is

beyond the foous and purpose of this paper to analyze in detaU

60
Ibla·
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each tecr.nique as proposed by the flvoaut!10ritl'es.

Therefore,

the writer has ohosen to present n genera.l vIewpoint and consensus of opinion 1n the chapter itself. and for the sake of
comparison of

mo!~

speoific remedies ot the problems most often

found 1n the intermedia.te grade classroom rofers the reader to
Table Tv,"O in the appendix.

The development ot

p~p.r

directional habits in the reading

situation involves two related instruotional taske.

The first

is concerned wIth acqUisition of the left-to-rlght direction at
I

a.ttack requ1red tor proficient word i4entIt1cation and recognI!~

tion.

failure in performing the latter task results in what
II

1s known a.s reversal errors.

The procedure for correcting inappropria'e directional habits
in progressing along a l1ne of print is the use at demonstrations
and explanations given by the teacher during work at the blackboard, with experiono0 charts and with other printed materials.
The pupU IS attention is direoted toward wrlt1llg trom lett to

right.

Then the child ie instructed to

fol~ow

as a po1nter or

finger 1s moved along underneath the words when the eentences are
61
read.
certain special aids are available tor this corrective work.
The first is to work w1th a single sentence that is conf1nad to
a single line at print.

61

:!

Its vocabulary and sentence structure

Betts, Foundations of Read1as Instruction, PP. 345-347.

I
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should be well with1n the cOMprehension of the pupil.
spacing between wo:r.""ds 1n the sentence sometimes halps.

Addltional
Estts

continues thB.t Q.ftsr cone1del;ab1e praot1ce with a single line,
a selection of twc or three lines may be used w1th rsthGr \,;id8

spaoing betwean i1nes, $ven quadruple

spacL~g,

familiar double spacll1g of typed material.

rather

tl~~

the

In teaching how to

read this mul tl;:le··line material, emphasis must. be put on golng

nll the \>{l..!Y back to the fint word ill the' nsxt line in the back
sweep ot the eyes nttar one 11ne is f1nished.
demon8trat~

this by swinging a

pol11te~

The teaoher should

or finger from the end

of one line to the beginning ot the next in a single oontlnuous
sweep.

After

al.'

adequate amount ot praotice on this kind of'

spaced ma tarisl f the ahl1d should be guid\i)d i.u transferring his
02
new skill to reudlng regular book prlntL~g.
In general, signifioant degrees ot reversing the order ot

lettera in words occurs more frequently Dmong the more severely
rets.rded readers.

·.J."he remedia.l teacher should first g1ve a.

clear exposition of the need, in order to recognize a word, for
examining it trom left to right.

tion with

8

demonstration.

She acoompanies this explana-

After writing a word on the black-

board, she moves a pointer or her flnger along the word as she
pronounoes it slowly.
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To

emphaslze the procedure when a restudy
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is needed, she then moves her finger qu1ckly back to the very beginning of the word, and progresses to tho right again &s she
reads it a second time.

On the socond time through, the teacher

should put stress on the desirability of grasping the word as
El

unit after the difficult part is worked out.

Next, the method

of working out the :recognition of an unfamiliar word encountered
in

the context of

Il

sentence 1s explained and demonstrated in

a similar manner.

The finger is moved alone underneath the

as they are read.

Af ter n slig.ht ps.use on reaching the unfnmil-

1.>10rdS

ie,r 'Word, she moves her finger along 't!he word, pronouncing it as
she did with the isolated word.

The explens,tions e.nd demonstra-

tiorlG ere repeated as frequently as neoessary, while the pupUs
are practicing left-to-right orientation 1n parceiv1nB words.

i8 desirable to transfer this pract1ce to sentences and paragral;hE 1n book ms,terif!J.s as soon as possible.
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Other methods would inolude.
a.

Wr1ting words

b.

Typing

c.

Choral reading and mot1on picture aids

d.

Use of initial consonants and oonsonant blends

e.

Trainins 111 oonsonant substitut10n

t.

Consonant Lotto and other group sound1ng games

g.

Alphabetizing and

dle~ionar,y exercises~

-..
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For epec if1c remedies to e.leir1et.e orientat1onal d1fficulties as suggested by the five euthorlt1e~t .eee '££I.1::1e Three in the
appendix.

In concluding the discussion of treet.Ulents for dlff1cul ties

found moet ofter.:. in the lntenn9d iate El'ade classroom. 1 t 1s
neceese.ry to include three specific trouble areas;

a.

overcoming spec1fic reading detecta

b.

Improving "a.ding 1n the oontent arae.s

c.

InoNe.sing rate of cnmprehenaion,

It is tbe euthorts intention to

~ummar1ze

briefly the tr$at-

menta involved in es.ch type of d1snbl11 ty so that the reader wUl
be aware of the poss1ble solutions should she need to put one or
the other to practice in the orolna.ry elo ssrcom.

There are three maJor. groupe of specifio retardation prob-

lamb:

the child who is l1m1ted 1n one or more types of compre-

hension, the child who has failed Buffio1ently to develop some

ot the basic study

~kllls, f~d

the ch1ld who 1s ineffeotive in

oral reading but who 1s 10 all other respects a competent reader.
Ee,ch of theae children is 1n need of remedial help to overcome a
specific

defect.

The major method ot oorrecting a specifio type of comprehension diffioulty 18 to have the chl1d read materials 1n e wellgraded, basic re&o.er a.t the a.ppropriate level of d1tficul ty for

him.
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The purpose for reading the material should be such that

the ability in which the child is limlted ls stressed.

The

reasons for reading should be well understood by the child before the reading is done end there should be checks on the accuracy of the readlng at the end.

These check questions should re-

flect the speciflc comprehenslon abllity being emphasized.

The

comprehension abilities most important are;
8..

Readlng to retain factual information

b.

Reading to sense the organization of lnformatlon

c.

Judging the authenticity and rele!ence of informatlon

d.

Interpreting the informatlon given

e.

APpreclation ablllties.
The methods for correcting specific limitations in basic

study skills are to find exactly the study skill in which the
child is ineffective and then to teach that skill and glve him
enough practlce to make it become part of his permanent reading
equipment.

The basic study skills are:

a.

Location of sources of information

b.

Use of baslc references

c.

Interpretation of pictorial and tabular materials

d.

Methods of organizing

64'

Ibid •• P. 347.

info:~ation.
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!neffeotive oral readers need to be glven material that is
rel ttvely easy for them to read and have ample opportunlty to
\'

~repare

It. The major problems 10 oral

read1d~

are:

\-

a.

Inapproprlate eye-voloe span
Lack of proper phrasing

c.

Unfortunate rate and timing

6SThe emotionally tense oral reader.
Reading materlals in the content f1elds are f1rst used 1n

the pr1marr grades and become more prominent as the child progresses through

subs.~uent

Tore h1ghly spec1al1zed.
;;"ed

grades. when the mater1als become
Profioient reading 1n these areas is

u.Jon normal pro£re&s in a well-rounded basic reading pro-

gram and in acquiring certain

sUlJ ...,;lemente,ry

abUi ties and skUle

as oocas10n for their use arisee in one or another field.
The abi11t1es requlred for reading 11terature are olosely
related to general readlng ab1l1ty developed 1n the basic program.
The reason :for this may be beoause the basic program is freq,uently
oomposed of predominantly narratlve material.
abilities used 1n the other areas are not

But the read1ng

1ntlm~tely

releted to

each other or to general or narrative reading ability, though, of
course, there 1s some overlapping.
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Witty, Read1n§ and the Educative Process, Ch. 6,
E.. A. B9tt&,Readiiig as a Thinkfiig Process". National
Elementary Principal,35 (tieptember 1955), 88-89.
w. S. Gray, "Charaoterlstlcs or Sftec'tlve Oral Reading· 1 J
Conference on Reading, (1955), 5-10.
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There is need for adjusting reading skllls and abilities
in each subject matter field.

The comprehension. abilities em-

ployed and the rate 01' reading depend upon the nature and organization of the material, its difficulty, and the purpose for
which the reading is to be done.
SOcial studies, science, mathematics, and literature are the
four content fields.

They involve a wide range of materials to

be read and somewhat different reading abilities are required in
each field.
The learnings necessary for

profici~nt

reading in the con-

tent ares are:
a.

Special vocabular,y

b.

Application of proper comprehension abilitles to a partlcular
fleld

c.

Common words wlth speclal meanings 1n a content field

d.

Concepts, symbols, and abbreviations

e.

Use of piotures, graphs, maps, and tables

f.

Differences ln organization.
To a large degree diagnosis of dlfflculties ln content fields

depends upon teacher-made tests and other lnformal procedures such
as observation of pupil responses ln class discussions and 1n Indlvidual work wlth a pupil.
upon the d1agnostlc f1ndings.

The remedlal instruction is based
The teacher should be alert to

1ndividual differences and adjust instruction to them.
Success of the remedlal instruction depends upon maintaining

r
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Food morale and motivation in the pupU.

These are fostered by

making the diagnosis and the organization ot the remedial procedures a co-operative enterprise between the teacher and the

g sure
6
making.

pupil, as well as by maki
of progress he is

the child notices every sign

The program for improv1og rate of reading must include the
following:
e.

Use of appropriate materials

b.

Proper incentives to develop and maintain motivation

o.

Appropriate techniques for increasing rate.
Two general techniques are employed to increase speed of

reading.

The first is working aga10st time with proper materials

and adequate motivation.
of various kinds.

The seoond consists of using machines

tlJust as much ga.1o 10 speed can be obtained,

however, by the,;el1-orga.nized, less complicated, and less ex61
pensive procedure;:, as by the use ot machines.
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E. A. Betts, "Read1og as an Aid 10 Leaming", Forty-Ei 6h th
NSSE Yearbook, 2 (1949), 233-253.
'\'t!. S. Gray, "progress Achieved and Tasks Faced in Improving Reading in Var10us CUrriculum Areas tl • Conference on Read1oe;,
(1958), 6-11.
Pa.ul \\i tty t ttHow Can Efforts to Improve Reading in Specific
CUrriculum Areas Be Considered with other Aspects ot a Sound Reading Program?", Conference on Resd1ns. (1958), 242-246.
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An

essential part of any program for speeding up readinE is

to develop nexib11ity in adJust1ng rate to mater1als end purposea.
Witty claims tha.t there has been "too much emphasis upon
68
speed of reading per se.
The best way to teach a child to comprehend at an appropriate speed 1s to furnish h1m w1th the skills
and concepts to understand properly and quickly what he 1s to
read.

'I;:hen this is done. the child will ordina,rUy learn to

understand rapidly whatever he attempts to read.

If he has hs,ndi

caps and does not 1mprove his speed when these handice.ps are
removed, a speed-up program is in order.

69

Similarly, dawdlers

may prof1t from putting spec1al emphasis upon speed.

See Table

Four in the appendix for specific remedies.
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witty, Reading and the Eduoative Process, p. 209.
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ttImprovement of Read1ng AbU1t1es", PP. 251-273.

, "Problems 10 Im,tir'Ovement and Measurement of Growth
Dis" 19 (November 1953), 41·43 •
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CHAPTER IV
EXPLANATION OF AUTHOR.' S CaOICE OF METHOD
FOR EFFECTIVE READING IN

T~~

INTERMEDIATE GRADES

The teaching of reading has been studied by the five authorities over a
period of many years.

The modern approaches to reading are the result of re,

searches in the field of reading, in the psychology of learning, in child development, and in numerous other areas.

These researchers have suggested modi£ica-

tiona of method which have been tried by teachers in classrooms throughout the
nation.

In general, the author finds agreement among the five authorities that

no one specific method alone is suitable to all children or in all reading situations.

Probably in no cue in practice is any method used in its pure form to

the exclusion of others.

A oareful study of current practioes by the authoritie

indicates that they fall into at least six broad categories.

lhese methods of

teaching and their relative advantages and disadvantages according to the five
experts are the followings
a.

WOrd recognition.

b.

Oral instruction.

c.

Totally silent reading instruction.

d.

Reading experience charts.

e.

A thought-getting process centered around purposeful activities.
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r. A we11-organized coordination of all the other methods.

If reading instruction is primarily the teaching of ivord recognition, it is
~sumed
~ve

under this method that the major task is to enable the child to be effect ""

in the recognition of isolated words.

~ndamental

~3t

~ypes

to efficient reading,

Realizing trlat word recognition is

ma.t:IY teachers employ methods that are built

solely for tile purpose of giving s.ystematio training upon words.

As discussed in particular by E.;'J. Dolch and '£.A. Betts, there are three
1

of word-recognition methods.

The first, the letter-by-letter spelling or

sounding method, is not very widely used at the present time, although its use
...s sometimes recommended for the correotion of remedial. cases.

In the letter-

by-letter spelling method, the ohildren learn 1ndividunl words through spelling
..hem and remembering their letter sequence.

The initial instruction under th.u

netl'..od, of oourse, is teaohing the alphabet.
A slight mod1.fication, but fundamentally the same, is the letter-by-letter
~ounding

method, in which each individual. letter 1s sounded and then the word is

also said.

Here the individual sounds of the letters constitute a fundamental

part of initial instruotion.

For those letters that have several sounds, the

task of teaching each of them is rather difficult.
Both of these methods have certain serious limitations or

~cording
1
~38.

to Betts and DolCh.

2

In the first place, emphasis upon the individual

E.A. Betts, Foundations of R!ading Instruction (New York 1946), pp. 373-

E.W. DolCh, Psy:eholog,y ~ ~ Tea.chin~

1'-00.

2

~;i.sa.dvantag0s,

-roid.

2!

Rea:iin~ (Boston

1951), pp. 69-

r
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letter type of a.tta.ck oalls for minute observation, '\1hich limits the effectiveness of the reading of the pupU. when he becomes a somewhat more mature reader.
Dependence upon this way or word recognition is too

slo~v

and eumbersoroo for the

rapid sort of reading that a child is exnected to do today.

It m;l1t nave been

a relatively effective method back in the time that it was introduced and highly
recommended,

rut

it should not, in the author's opinion, be used as a method of

instruction today.
In the second place, this method is a time-consuming one.

The children at

no t:i.me during their beginning learning are independent learners.
be under t:,e constant supervision of the teacher.

They have to

3le lI'D.lst, through :many' pro-

,

cesses, teach them individual letter names, or sounds,and teach them a SI,1.all
vocabulary.

Then they are somewhat able to read relatively simple material.

3

other learnings, such as linguistiC, artiBtic, and the like, are not accornpani-

menta of beginning instruction.
ren get tc

t~le

readinG of

It is relatively a long ti.me before the child-

rneL~gful

material.

nlese disadvantages make the

letter-by'-letter mErthod, one that should be avoided. as a basic method.

'!he second primarily word-recognition method is the phonetic method.
method teaches reading as primarily a matter of sounding out words.

This

It differs

from the letter-by-le'tter scun iing ml3thod in tha.t it employs pilol16tic elements
as well as individual-letter sounds.

Under this method of instruction, the

child usually is eiven ear training to make sure he attends to and. learns that
1.1ords are made up of individual sounds. 4 .de is then taught the :nest frequent be-

3 E.:'i. Doloh, l'1ethods

?:!!.

Readini> (Champaign 195.5), pp. )~-9l •

r
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.. ginning sounds of 1..rords, taught the most f'requr:mtly used vowel and consona."1t
sounds, and taug,l1.t some of the more important phonf.)tio slends.
~plication

laments.
lemr;nts
U"e

In the striotest

of the method, initial instruction is limited to drill upon ulese

.After the child has some familiarity with these phonstic elements, tbe
a;t'tS

combined into words and the child sounds out tha word.

t;"en combined i..'1to Dentences.

The words

In reading sentences, theoretically, the child

"esorts to phonetic analysis only as needed.
It 113 assumed in instruction under this ::nothod t..'1at through the learning of
;,lle sound elements, the child has developed a system of Hord recognition tiw.t
:lakes him

a.."l

independent recogn:i.zElr of words.

While it is true t:;lat some ability

.

t 30undinr; is wry h'31pfUl in in<iep9ndent reoognition of ~1Ords, too muC~l or too

arly emphasis upon this method has serious ramifications.

First, initial intro-

uction is Imlch like .no:rLSo...'1Se learning and therefore is ineffi()ient ns a method.
"'Joause nonsense learning is much more diff1cul t than meaningful learJ.ling.
nd, t.'1is methoQ tends to limit reading ability lat!&r . . . n.

Seo-

'!he authC1r !'las fO'md

'-lat many disability cases occuring in the higher grades can be bast described as
veranalytical :readers.
ix.

'lha author refers the reader to Table '1\'1'0 in the Appen-

In otl:1er words, such pupils tend to break a

~1'Ord

into its elements .,lhen

rA1ey could readUy recoenire the \'fOrd a.s a l..Jhole at sight or they ·tend

I'he ;,lord into small elements when

largf'~r

ones would suffice.

to break

T.ey are thereby

amrered in becoming nuent readers.
A third disadv'1,l1tage i3 that t:le method delays t:H;} meaningful reading act
or some t1..'OO, and thereby other important learnings arrived at tr.rough reading

re not a.chieved.
Fourth, the necessar'".r drill upon the phonetic

element~J

fJ"l1en r'3sding is

ntroduced in this fashion, is tedious and uninteresting to most ohildren.

r
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Modific.::,tions of tlrls method:are lo1.de).y used today.
Posed in combination with o·thor mothods.
~t has serious limitations.

muoh usefulness..

The method is usually

As a seils method of reading i."13tru.ction

Howe"ter, i f combined ~nth other methods, it has

It is not a queet.ion then of whether we should

analysis or notl it is a

qUf~c~tion

Use

phonetiC

of when to introduce phonics and hO,"T lltllch to

llse.'
The third primarily word-recognition method is the word-drill method.

Undex

!this technique the first rea:1ing instruction is devoted to voca1::ulary drill.
The more important disadvantages to t.'1is method are I

a.

It mJJ.Y oause certain types of reading difficulty at later stages in the pro-

gram.
~.

The artificial motivating devices used to keep the cbUd's interest cannot
arouse the amount of interest that normal reading 8x,eriences do.
This method, hcrwever, in combination with other methods .. is used

~ddely

to-

At tir:1es, in the introduction of words that do mt lend thernsE'llves to eaBY

dsy.

!recognition, the "rord may be efficiently introduced through word-drUl devices.
'!his method is useful. when used in combination with other methods, in building
a 1.dde vocabllary for the child of meager sight Vc',cabulary.
The oral instruction method is based upon th'3 premi~e that the vtords which

the chi.ld learns to read are a part of his oral vocabulary and that he can in.crease his rea.::l.ing ability most effectively by relating it to his oral language. C

Foundations of Read..~ Instruction, 1''0. 616-644.
Gray, ~ Their
§ Reid.I~ Pl'_ j4:53.~ ,
E.W. Dolch, ifrOblems ~
(Champaign 1948), pp.37-96.

5 Betts,
6
(Feb.

awn

If!JP.i

, "Four 'Methods'of Tea.ching Reading", El.amentaq Enilish. 31

19>4), 72-16.

Paul Witty, Reading

!a. Modern

Education (Boston 1949), p. 142 •
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I'l'he ohild is encouraged to read aloud whenever and wherever possible.
~s made

to suppress vooalization.

alization is thought to be unwise.

No attemp1

As a matter of faot, undue suppression of voo.

The underlying philosophy of the method is

that in order that learning to read may be effiCient, the Visual presentation of
printed materials should be tied up with the spoken language.
This method has the advantage of making errors easily deteoted.

lknows instantly any trouble the child is having.

The teache:l

Immediate correotion is possibJ e

'!hus, there may be constant diagnosis and appraisal of progress.
The weakness in the method are the following I
a.

'the method tends to limit the ohild later in his reading growth since
,

vocalization becomes a rather fixed habit~ which SlOliS the reading very
materially.
b.

This method is probably more subject than any other to unfortunate emotional
results inasmuch as the ohild is frequently asked to stumble through a
passage which he is poorly equipped to read orally.

c.

'!here is not moh opportunity for individualization of instruotion in
reading.

All the children have the same material, whioh they tollow as .

eaoh member of the olass reads it.
d.

1he method is slow and cumbersome.

e.

It is wasteful of pupil and teacher time, beoause both the teacher and the
pupils have to listen to the reading of one ohild.

f.

The methods tend to deteriorate into mere oral word calling.
The non-oral method completely repUdiates the use of any oral reading

whatsoever.

'!he philosophy underlying this method is that it is totally un-

necessary in the teaching of reading to relate the v-lslln.1 s;ymbol to the spoken

r
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word.7 It is felt th.:<.t the vooalization which results from re1c:..ting the visual.
symbol to the

spol~en

word u..'1.duly hampers the learner.

It iab elieved that it 1s

as eDJilY for the child to visually underatand the printed symbol as it was for

him to learn the complicated auditory patterns needed to understand the spoken
words and that children are able to do the
age.

l~r

before they are one year of

The contention is that inner speech is a. very serious hand.1cap to effect-

ive aUent reading, that oral. reading habits become f'U'mly entrenched in initial
instruction, which, depends on word Sounding and oral reading, and that the
habits of inner speeoh WhUe reading are in the major!ty of cases never oomplete ~

~ owrcome. 8
'tIilUe there 1s no direct oral. rea.ding imltolved, oral expression such as

retelling stories is encouraged.

However, the ohild who starts a story in the

W'ordft of the book is required to begin again, using his own words.

Bond. states

that "oral reading itsel£ is introduced only .after it has been mnde sure tnat
the aon-oral reading habit has been permanently established. n9
A fourth met.~od of' teaching reading discussed primarily by Guy Bond is

the use of' reading experience charts.

Here the daily experiences of the child-

ren. inside and outside of school, become the content of the reading mat.erial.
1!his material is prepared by thB pupils under the guidance of the teacher, or
by the tea.c.'1er herself.10

7 Dolch, P!}'!Jholoq!22.!e. Teach¢pj

2! Re~

pp. 156-160.

8 :1.3. Gray', Reading ~ Oeneral Education (Chicago, 194U), pp. 63-77.
9 Bond and Wagner, Teachina

10 ~., pp. 92-93.

!d!! Ohlld ~

PtGad, pp. 90-91.
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'!be method is based upon s9'Veral edUcational principles.
a.

'!he child learns by" doing.

b.

Integrated learning is the most effective learning.

o.

'!he chUd's experiences are more real to him than those of other pel'soDS,
and, therefore, reading is more meantugful.

'!'he words which the c[lild uses in his everydq conversation are most easily

d.

ille disadvantages to this method as seen by Dr. Bond are the .following:

a. Most experience-chart material has a heav vocabulary burden.
b.

It is dif'ficuJ.t to

c.

Too many concepts are 1nadequa teq handled': to make for the rich and full...

repe~.t ~'Ords

tnat have been introduced.

meaning that is necessary for understanding.

d.

Memory reading rather than actual. reading is fostered.

e.

The quality of the material is often poor.

tr.

It does not encourage ilP.a.gina.tive reading and offers no possibility for
11
discovery in reading.

The advantages to ex:pE'trience charts is that they deal wit1:1 specific class
!experiences prepared .for and then read by a specific class.

The charts may be

~ept

for a short time so wat the chUdren may rel1:ve or review the things they

~aV8

done.
T'nis method, i f used, should be used as a supplementary' aid a.s it cannot

and therefore should not be expected to do the whole job.
A. fifth method for reading instruction involves a thought-getting process

r
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oentered around purposeful actiVities.

Under this teChnique, the reading pro-

gram is organized into topical. units.

These units are care.fully planned so that

materials at various reading levels can be assembled.

Thus, children of d.i.tfer-

ant reading abilities can each cead materials suited to him and can thereby
make worthwhile contributions to the total olass enterprise.

The units are

introduced in such a way that the purposes for reading are real to the ohildren.
Under such a plan, the entire class reads upon a given subject.
ground materials are read by all students.

studied further.

First. back-

Then sub-topics are selected to be

With the ilelp of the teacher who knows the available materials

and the instruotional needs

ot the pupils, groups are formed. Each group deals

with a phase of the larger topic.

B.A. Betts and Paul Witty, espec1ally, think that this method has

~

12

excellent advantages s

a. Each child would

be reading at his reading level. materials that were suited

to him and tor purposes that were real to him.
b.

The goals for reading are logioal and easily understood by the child.

c.

It is a well organized method.

d.

The Child can see his progress toward the achievement of a goal.

e.

'lboUghtful and. critioal reading is st1mu.lated as the Child is reading to
solve a problem.

f.

Interest is stimulated.

g.

A di.tferentiated attaok suited to different purposes and materials is

12 B.A. Betts, "What Makes Sense in Reading?", Education, 80 (September
1959). 46-47.
Paul Wlttf. It How Successful Is Reading Instruction
28 (Deoember 1951J. 451-457.

~?",

Elem. EnS-'
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developed.

lb.

As the

topics change and as the purposes for reading change, many and varied

reading skills and abUities are developed.

From the above listing of strengths, it can be seen that the purposeful and

meaningful method is an effective one for teaching reading.

However, in the

author's opinion, there are some weaknesses which must be oonsidered.

a. Ii' too man;r topics are handJ.ed the program 'I11tf3' become much too dif'fioult.
b.

There '!.DBY be a tendency to sl.ight the development of word-recognition technique.

Ie. There

mq be a tendency to have the program somewhat overbalanced toward

getting tactual materials and thereby neglecting imaginative literary mater-

ials.
'lbe final method to be disoussed is the author's ohoice for effective reading in the intermediate grades.

Simply' stated, it is a well-organized oomposite

of the other methods.
Reading 1nstruationmay be a modi.t'1ed, purposeful method, wdich uses as

techniques within the larger more f'undamental. instruction for purposeful. meaningful reading. a.nal..ytioal word study, and many sllent reading situations.

Im8Y'

It

be seen from the previous discussions of approaohes to reading that the

teacher needs a diversifioation ot method in which she oan employ the program.
of instruotion that is suitable to the problem whioh she has at hand at a specit
ic time.

However, it has been found most effective to have the instruction f'nnct.

mentally that ot purposeful. topical reading.

At the same time, the other

meth~

are used as teaching techniques to solw the problems and to avo:1d the dangers
that would be inherent i t the purposeful method alone were used.
The composite method permits the four classifications of reading experience

I-

r
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to proceed in an integrated way. A diversified program has at least the following four fUndamental aspeots I

a.

Those reading experiences in which the teacher

S10W~

the \lhildren how to go

about reading and helps them discover the use of techniques and skills.
The basal program
b.

S1101'17S

the ohildren how to read.

Those reading situations which frequently grow out of tile basic program in
whioh the child uses new reading teohniques and skills.

c.

The personal-development reading experiences, which may

01;"

may not be re-

lated to the other reading experiences, are all those recreational and
guided reading activities which the child undertakes for his own personal

enjoyment.
d.

The re-eduoational reading opportunities which enable the child

~o

gets

into difficulty to be given special help at the onset of his difficult,..
All four aspects of the program are MCessary, important, and inteITelated,
as is demonstrated by the following discussion ot the basic steps underlying goo
teaching in e.rq rea.d1.ng situatlon.
lirst, the teacher prepares thoroughl.T before beg1.nn1ng a new unit.
knoW's what the children will be reading in their basal reader.

She

She accumulates

materials and fol'lllUlates the plan of procedure.
Second, interest must be encouraged and backgrounds of knowledge and vocabulary must be established.

Interest oan be obtained and backgrounds ot con-

cepts and wcabuJ.ar.r can be built through discussion, written work, and the use
of audio-visual aids.
PupU-teacher planning is the third step in dealing with any fundamental
topiC.

It is by means of such planning that purposes are developed, problems

raised, and direotions forr.sulated •

r
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The fourth step of background reading is necessary before the class organ-

ination can be decided upon.

1his reading might well be done in the ba.sic road-

er by t.l-te group who are dealing With t..lle topic in their basal readers.

1be

Imore able readers who ha.ve alrea.dy progressed beyond that topic in tile basal

reader might reread the material in order to gain further packgrouncis of understanding.

1.he immature readers, not yet prepared to read at the lew! of the

jmateriaJ. of the unit, may well be given material about the unit at their own
respective reading levels.
Further planning is now undertaken to formulate in

feet procedure.
teacher.

gr(~ater

detaU the dir-

At this time, subgroups are formed under the guidance of the

The responsibUlty of each group beiilg to collect information on more

specific topics.
'.the sixts.'1 point is direct guidance by the teacher.

It is necessary a.t

this point to help detF3rmine who will be within each committee.

n-le

teacher

MUS

oonsider the interests of each chUd, his reading ability, the available materiaJ
in terms of its amount and diffioul ty.

The best and poorest reader wi thin the

class might be members of the same committee.

The teacher also suggests effioi-

ent ways of proceeding or she leads the chUdren to discover them.
pates possible difficulties the olildren will encounter and

giVE~S

She antioi-

direct instruo

tion in how to meet them.
Co-operative and individual reading and discussions may nov! be
j&nd intelligently pursued, by the ohildren.
~eca.u',e

interest has been aroused.

Their purpose is real and important

They know how to proceed, understand the

!Organization and sense their respons1bili ty.
~

systematical:~,

1hey know what they produce is to

used in a oooperative venture.
The eighth step is cUlminating the experiences of learning by Irlaking use

r
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of the results of their efforts.

It has eS!,8ciaJ.ly great significance to a

reading experience in that it develops the essential habit of making a practical application of

~lat

has been read.

It also makes for accuracy in interpre-

tation and demonstration of the meaningfulness of the reading act.

It furnishes

opportunit7 for rereading in the case of inconsistencies or disagreements and
thereby makes for critioal reading.
the unit.

It forms a reasonable and sensible end for

It develops habits of persistence

b.1

making it necessary for the

children to hold to the task untU the end is reached.

The culminating experi-

ence should be a direct outgrowth of the suggestions introduced in the planning
stage and should be con;>atible with the purposes tor which the cnUdren were
reading.
'lb.e final step of evaluation should be made both by pupil and teacher.
They should be made throughout the progress of the experience as well as after

its culmination.

r

OP.APTER V
SUM!.wtY, RECOMMENDATIONS,
AND OONCLUSIONS

Instrue tion designed to develop so complex an abUity as reading must be
:1ndividual instruotion.
~ntal

The oomplex learnings that make up reading are develop-

in that DeB'learnings are rooted in and dependent upon previous learnings

and in turn, these new learnings beooxne the bac;mground basic

ing.

Each

chj~d gC€;;;-

to subsequent learn

1.tp throudla developemental sequence of learning to read

at his own unique rate.
When the learning curves for any two
immediately apparent.

Oi IUd.ren

are oompared, differences are

And, also, immediately apparent are irregularities within

8n1' one ohild's learning ourve.

1hese irregularities coupled with differences

between ohildren's general rate of learning oonsitute one of the most serious
problems in the teaching of reading.

In order to meet the differing rate of

learning among children and the irregularities of rate of learning typioal of
eaoh child. the teaoher must teach eaoh child as an individual.

The adminis-

trative devioes, the group procedures, the wealth of material, the extensiVl'J
libraries, and the programs of appraisal are simply ways of giving well-prepared
teachers a reasonable ohance of individualizing instruotion in teaching reading.
VhUe it is reoognized that the instruotional needs of ohildren differ, it
is well to recognize that ohildren have sim1lar instructicxHu needs.
struotlonal need of all ohildren is the need to be taught to read.
114

An inFurthennore,
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lUe it is reoognized that OhUdren differ, it is also reoognized that they are
re alike than they

a..""8

different.

~ey

differ, however, in the length of time

in t.he expenditure of effort required to establish a given learning.
ot possible to foreoast whioh ohild wlll get into difficulty.
ntellectunlly very able, it

Inq'

It is

It may be the

be the child with poor hearing, it may be the

hild with any one of innumerable reasons for failure to establish a learning
ssentiaJ. in the reading sequenoe or one who overemphasizes a necessary learning
WnU. adjustment to individual differences is imperative, it is fortunate

hat individuals respond in similar ways.

As a part of her professional tr..................

e teacher knows the oharacteristics of ohild development.
ese facts in teaching ohildren.
s use of its theories.

She makes use of

She knows the psyohology of learning and

SRle knows the met:lodology of reading and she teaohes

In order to know a ChUd, a teaoher must 1mow his oapaoities, his physiolog

cal oondition, his emotional and social adjustments, his interests, attitudes,
ives, foroes that impinge upon him, and Ilis reading abilities.

The teaohar

st know all the capabUities of eaoh ohild if she is to capitalize on the capbilities to further reading and other developments of all the children. Much

0

his data she gains £rom test results, observations, oonferences, and the
estionnaire.

ltlatever means is used to secure information, the teacher Should

ttempt to understand the child's capabUities as early in the school year as

'!he teacher should know the physiological condition of the child.

~e

hould be on the alert to detect signs of visual disoomfort, of auditory defect,
f fatigue,· of illness, and of other detrimental physiologioal oonditions.

hould make needed adjustments insofar as possible and should secure medical

She

r
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iagnosis and corrective measure13 tor the children that need them.

When a ohild

as been absent from sohool because of illness, she should recognize th"t he has
ssed all the important instruotion whioh has taken place during his absence
that he is likel7 to approaoh his learning with somewhat lowered physical
nergy.

He is likely, therefore, to be somewhat less able to oontinue trom the

int at wnich he lett instruotion than he was when Ulness made it necessaI7
or him to miss school.
The teacher mst know the emotional and social adjustment of each ohild i t
he is to adaquatel3' adjust instruotion to the individual.
'co11di~

She should be aware

whioh disturb the chUd and of his responses ",-nen oonfronted with
,

OM

oonditions.

The integrity ot the individual must be respected, not only

the teacher but by all within the school 00JllJl11li1;y.
Intormation about the interests, attitudes, and drives of the ohild, both·
and out of school, are

facts important to the teacher.

The sooner she is

:ware ot the interests of the chUdren, the better she will be able to utilize

em as motivation tor the devel.opment of reading.
he child piCks
~

Up to

She observes any material

read for himselt, she talks with the ohild and notes the

iC8 about whioh he shows enthusiasm, she disoovers his attitude toward read...

g - the importance he places on being able to read, the extent to whioh he

ses reading both recreationally end in solving problems.
ives.

She studies his

She attempts to find out what makes him tiok as an individual.

Since what happens to the chUd outside school as well as in school has an
uence upon reading development, the teacher must know the hOOl8 and other
cati'Ve forces whioh intluenoe the ohild and his reading development.
as an important place in some homes.

Beading

The parents use reading effectively, the

hUdren. are encouraged to read, a oultural environment is maintained.

In other

r
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~omes
~

reading 1s infrequently used, materials are limited and poor, and the ohUd

disooura.ged someM..."nes in his attempts to read.

~ural.

rus

1bere are many emotional, oul-

and economio faotors of tbe home that have an impaot upon the ohild and

reading growth.
In addition to personal, intellectual, and physical development, the teacher

~st

It is to the child' s reading deve1.-

know the ohild' s reading deVlllopment.

pPment, above all else, that the reading program must adjust.

'ille teaoher must

Imow the child's development of word.-reoognit1on techniques so tha.t she can aid
~1m

in :turtber growth.

~eveloped.

She must know the backgrounds of understanding he has

She must know the material he can read and comprehend so tha.t she
,

an adjust material to his oapabUities.

She must know what the ohUd has read

o that she does not have him re-read a great deal of material he has prev1.ouslT
tud1ed.

She llIllst know the development in all of the outcomes of reading in-

truotion 1£ further instruotion is to be effect1,".
As tar as oan be torseen by the writer of this paper, changes are needed
~ot

so much in the general scope and design of the reading programs as in the

I'-pgrading progress in harmony with expanding needS.
~lude

•

the following recommendations t

Making wider provision for developmental reading instruotion in the upper
grades.

~.

Possible alterations might

This is of PrimarT importance.

Promoting greater mastery of basic reading attitudes and skills at all leveJ.s

•

Promoting effective adj'lItment of instruotion to individual. differences.

•

In efforts to provide max1mu:Dt progress both in and through reading, earl1'

training must be given in the other language arts of listening, speaking
and writing.

•

Increasing and more effective use of audio-visual aids.
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f.

Improving basic reading periods and selections.

They extend the chUd' s cul·

tural background as well as allowing for the ohild' s personal development.
g.

Improving reading in oontent fields.

'!he goal sought should be a closely

coordinated sequential program of reading improvement in all curriculum
fields for all levels of school.
b.

Demanding better reading materials, ada.pt9d.

to interests, needs, and reading

ability of the age group taught.
i.

Improving the oriteria. of the reading program.

j.

Obtaining greater assistanoe from administrators and parents.

In presenting conclusions of the research that has been summarized, the
,

author wishes to point out that the five authorities concur
1te principles Which must be followed by !!!l teaoher of
to teach reading etfectively.

a.

t;lUt

there are detin·

!!!!l. classroom

who wishes

:ftley include the following points.

The realization of the changing role of reading and its new rela.tion to
learning activities.

b.

The development of a broad concept of reading.

o.

The acceptance ot the idea that growth in reading is a continuous procesa.

:1.

'!'he reading program must be broadened in harmony with the expanding 1ntere.
and needs of the PUpUs.
read:il~

h

Ouidance in

is esaential in each curriculum field.

~.

'!he adjustment of the reading program to the unique characteristics and needs
of each ehUd.
To accomplish these objectives, the teacher must know the child, know the

IRaterial, teach for readiness, establish purposes, and most important, show the
~hUd
~ize

how to use reading effectively to reach his goals.

She must also recog-

the ranges of talent and adjust the material to the general reading capa-

r
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bilities of each child, and she must give direct inctruction in the phases of
reading that are to be developed.
It is hoped that this critique will aid the teacher in tl.e
of showing the child ho.·, to go about his reading task.

co:r.r~lex

problem

The problem of bringing

the child, the material, and the methods of instruotion realistically together
is a difficult one.

However, it is not a.."l insurmountable one.

of teaching the child to read.

It is the proble

r
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APPENDIX
TABLE I
REHEDI'j3 FOR JIFl"ICULTICS IN

Pil.'lAGitAPH COMPREdF':N3ION
~obable

Cause

~ager baokground

pf experience

Oitfioulty in
IOro perception

Bond

Gr~

Enlarge experiPicture diotionary, word ences by excur.
games. Provide sions, eta.
experienoes.

Betts

Doloh-Witty

Extensive use
of rea~iing material at pupills
level of experienoe and difficulty.

Word study in Sy1laju£.icontext. Word cation and use of
games. Picture the dictionary.
diotionary •
Material gradually raise level of difficulty.

Extensive reading
of interesting material that increases
in length and diffioulty.
Pveremphasis on
~orreot oral.
reading

Keep record of
pupil progress.

Check comprehension.
Gradually increase
difficulty.

~ailure to prorlde easy paragraph rna. terial.
Ln paragratil
:omprehension

Graded practice
exerCises, poems,
stories of increasing length.

Encourage
independence
with
questions ot
judgment a.rd
Material grouped evaluation.
by topic, attractive
stories.

Practice organization
by outlining, swmnarizing..
classifying.

Pveremphasis on
rrord analysis

Check comprehension.
&phasize contextual
clues. Eliminate
oral reading for a

time.
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I'.P?ENDIX
TABLE II

REMEDIES FOR DIFFICULTIES
IN wURD

Rr~COGNI'rrON

Difficulty and
Probable Cause

Bond

Speech detects

Oorreot speeoh. Correct speech.

~lch

',ojitty

Betts-Orq

Examination
and correction.

Teach word per- Preli nrl nar;y':
Increase in
Failure to dis!criminate oonson- caption by in. drill to train mental age
trinsic and
for word sounds. clears this up.
ant sounds
phonetic combination method.
Failure to disoriminate word
forms accurately

Empha.size
intrinsic
method.
Stress contextual clues.

Sound drill s
of words alike
except for
sounds added
by reader.

Will disappear Drill words
used in
na turall;r as
child matures. sentence by

flash
teChnique.
Present
similar
woros togetb·
~r to note
dif'ference.

Previous errors
which give set
toward plurals,
partioiples, etc.

Provide opportunity
for practice of
skills in context.
Work book practice
exercises.
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'fABLE II

Pirriculty and.
Probable Causes
~dition ~
(lords

Ibo great
1ependence
pn context

~

Bond

Dolch

rapid rate

Witty

If' meaning is
not disrupted
- ignore.
If meaning i~
Ihtrinsio
disrupted, premethod of
sent child with
developing
typed copy of
individual
word recognition. sentence and
Rhyming words in have him read
familiar rhymes. to point out
difference in
Picture dictionmeaning.
ary.

Comprehension
exercises which
require both
knowledge of content and abUi ty
to discriminate
word forms.

11'00

(Continued)

Caution pupil to
read more carefullY.

Teacher reads
aloud •••
child listens
to errors.

Betts-Gra3'
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TABLE II (Oontinued)
Diffioulty and
Proba~l;,e Ou:~e

Betts-Gray

Bond

Dolch

Witty

Speech
detects

Oorrect
defects.

Speech

correction.

Examination
and oorrection.

Difficulty in
discriminating
complex visual
patterns J recognizing small
units in words
and omitting the
rest.

Sound tl'aoing
Development of
word peroeption b.1 tor errors.

Slow or faulty
techniques of
attacking words

Teach phonetic
attack as
necessary.

Overstress of
speed.

Slo,..rer rate.

Omission........
ot

~s

1ntrL~sic me~~od.

Plenty of practice
with words in
context.

Syllabification liay need
specific
syllables into phonetio
instruction.
words.
and combining

Note common
prefixes and
suffices and
study lists
containing
tbem..
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Ili..f£1culty and
Px'obv.ble Causes
J

•

Bond

Dolch

NfiIltal guide
f(1t' directionother teoh.."liques.. al orientation.

Ii';;o great
"~d i.'or

Teacher rory.ds Slower ratA
aloud. Child
observes GrrOl'l:i and distortion of

mean 1llf;; produoedby
errors.

Jlr:oav

Ii' ll1e::ming

attention

diSl"J.pted ..

to content

concert

reading
1:l,'lphasize
c~hen-

8ion.

It meaniDg
not disrupted
... ignore
Type

stories.

llide spaces

between lines.
Oradual:q

reduce space.
Draw a line
under print as
read.

Il!velop
a-warelleSS

of errors •
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TABlE II (Continued)
D1f'f1cu.lty and
Probable Causes

Bond

Dolch

Witty

Phonetic exercises ~hich reClUre context
comprehension
and word discr1m1nat1on.

Phonetic

Give method
suiwd 1;0
1.ndiv1dua.1.

Ward &bBt1tutes

IJxd.ted contextual clues.

L::ncouraae use

of eont.extual
clues.

stor!~)s.

Faster

rC';«l-'1g

Read

untU subati-

easiez'
tut.ions are
mater1aJ.
o.utomatically 1:'e",," far
weed b7 inIilC<llling.
crcased co.."ltextual cluos.

Blild up
meaning voea-

l"c~ding

l-rovide rich
soc:L'll setting

bu.lary

vocabu.lary•

wh:!.e..~

17r

providing rich
and varied
experiences.

fuUd un

::hoIl..etie
drill.

Call atten·

tion to

context
clues.

stimu-

lates use of

language.

Ca'l
a:r;:,;.:~rl:lon

to _:~~l-A~t:~r
of or-rOTa.
:.t~(.; ~~u

..

dienc..-e
situation

far oral'
rc::ding.

-
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D1fticult7 and
Probable Causes
p

Bond

• vllt~

••

Oorl'ccn:,.

DiffiClutios in
d.iscriminat1ng
speech sounds

Phonetic drill \f:Ul clear

to teach artic- up with
ulatOl7

l!lUV'e-

:menta. .

uaturit7
or child.

Careful
prorunoia

tion J¥
toucher.
Uoe dietionar,y
tctl.' cor-

rect~

wneia.t
InabU1t7 to
associate
visual and
and!tOl7 symt:ols
Fa.1l.l.1re to
observe what
words with

Adjust method

to pupU's
senso.t7
equiplIwnt.
'reach a combina-

tion ot 1nt:rinaie

a.Tld phonetic
same sounds often word perception

contain same

letters.

techniques.

Phonetic

Teach association or lat:t'2.r'o
a.nd moot 1.'rt.--

l'''J.a::;hcard

quent ;)()\mds.

exercises.

ID.ending phonetic
stories, soundlr..g
and traeing.

or

~-1.1.

lJ..&"t wards
sil1li..lar

SOUl1d

ele-
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'rAJLE II (Continued)
Ditficulty and
Probable Causes

Word

'hv

Bond and

Dolch

Witty

Gray

Betts

Word.

Ire~Di£ficulty in
word perception

Easier materPractioe in
ial. Give
reading rapidly.
Easy, interesting method of
material. Gradu- attaohing new
words.
ally inorease

diffioulty.
Overemphasis on
vocabulary study

More oral

reading in
audience
situation.

Call attention to
context.

Build up
voca'bulary
by word
drills and

study.
Overemphasis on
phonetio and
other analytio

drills.
Laok of systematio left to
right perception
babits

Varied reading
aotivities
organized ar~d
a oore of
interest.

material.

Flash cards made

Quiok

rieighten

by teacher of

perception

interest.

troublesome words,
phrases, and sentenoes.

drUls.

Laok of training
Stress oontextual
in identification olues.
~ks

Encourage.
Give easier

Have teacher
explain
rhythmical
progress of
reading and
use of punctuation.
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TABLE II (Continued)

D1:f.'ficult7 and

~~~~e8

Bond and

~~;h

___________

Ertensive, eaS)"
reading. &spha-

~a_t~3r~

_______

\it.de, eaq
reading.

size con;>rehension,

~_q~

_______

_____1

~~~

Head short
Use materthought un!ts, tal at

emphasize
pupil's
oomprehensioIJ levelgradu~
gradtvill¥

increase

increasing

length.

d1f'f1culty

.Use diotiona:t:7 las:
mean1ng8.
li1m1ted meaning
vocabul.ary

BlUd vocabulary
by widening

experiences

lhUdup
experiential backgrQ1nd.
Inmlature lan..
gIlage habits,
POOl" habitsof

th1nk:1ng.

&1phasize

re:1ding ft::lt! ape-

o1fic purpose.

liln;:)hasize

reading tor
comprehension,

Action exercises,
story completion.
t.valuation.
Unsuitable
mater1al8

Frovtde interesting,
valuable material
or proper dirficult;.v.

Check

comprehension.
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Ai? Ih1IDIX

TABLE

m

Rl!-:HlIDIES FCR Q-i.ll.'NrATIONAL Dni'l"ICU!:l'IES

Dlti"icu.lty and
Probable Ca.uses

Bond

Dolch

Witty

J3etts...Qray

krliiop
Previous errors

~an1ngful

Clear up

which disrupted
leaning

practice of
word perception

other elTOrs.

teohniqu.es 1n

con:text.
Make mar
consplcmous
SO child
avoids 1t

Habitual - with...
OIlt relationship

to errors.

knowinglY.

Concert
reading.

With reversals,
be t1P8 of
regression
movement
~

Demonstrate
lett - to ...
right progression.

ra-

Teacher reads

Read

aloud. Child
listens to
distortion

pi~

or mean:ing
produced by

even with
errors.

errors.

It:mual guida.nce in

Call att.ention to

lentq as

direction.

d1f'f1culty.

tee.cher
reads alnd.

Stress

oare-

Read si-

tuJ.:q perception of
1«1l'ds •

Dtn':I.G to gain
t:l.me

lhUd up
effective
method of

word attack.

Prepare
oral read1ng care.t"ull:y•

Read in

audience

situation.

J
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TABLE
Diffioultq and
Probable Causes

m

(CoD;timed)

Dolch

Bond

.

P.eversals
,
~

Explain

Demonstration of

ConfUsed
dh·aoi;.ior.al.

left to right

pref'era.--;.eo

progression.

the na.-

ture
and the

cause.
D1.f't1oulty in

motor precision
of eye move-

Manual guide.
Draw a line
Follow print with under print.
eraser, tor a time.

ments.

D:U'ticult;y 1n
coordinating
temporal sequence
of sound with
d1.reot:l.onal 00qtlEm30 o£ pri.71ted
word.

Sa:r elements of

word in

p~

Tracing.
Sounding.

sequence. Begin
with letters,
phonograrw}, ar
qlJ.o.blas. ~btor
aids it necessary.

Call atten-

tion to

P.t"act.1ce
that calls
attention
to word
details.
1!bcplain

prOcess of
rhythmical

care.tUl perception of
lea:rni.ng
word begi.111UngS.

Flash card
drill tdth
phrases •.
lhchJJ 9aS'j',
intorestin

material..
Practice
in
conte."'Ct •

VOl'cIs

Failure to
o;.;serYe that
reading .bas .a
definite direc-

tional seq.1ance.

Cards with
wordlS outlined in
.Braille dots.
}lcWi.ng picture

demonstration

lessons.

Harker.

r
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TABIE TV

REMEDIES Fat IIJCilEASING RATE

D:U'tiCl.llt,y ard.
?robablc Causes

lUe to pupU's
excessive

articulation

Bond

Dolch

Get pupUls

Seloot easy,

understand1ng
and cooperation
in solVing

intereflting

problem.
iQ,i.m1nate

all

reading, except

remedial.. far a

time.
lhch interesting,

catrJ mtcrlal.

As speed increases,
start checld..ng far
~ohsnsion.

materill.

vlittl

137

D1ff1culty a.nd
Prohaule Cansea

Bond

Dolch

Avoid comprehen-

sion exorcises, oral
reading" ruv type
that nrl.ght slow reader during ~. part
of remediarpi=Ogram.
E'JCleet easy, interes.
ting m.'ltorial."

1raco eye
movements

by usc at
liltron...()10

Scope.
F.apid
phrase

per~

caption
exercises
of gradu-

aJ.l¥

In-

creasing
lengtll a.:nd
cofll;11ex1ty
Use of

Give plenty of
encouragement.
Keep at it.

:rna-

teriDJ. &.t

reader's
level.
Ct-ien:tate

pupUs to
diroctions.:
procedure ~J
reading.
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